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A hollow, dismal room reserved
for the worst criminal. The solitary
room of a jail.
Edward Quinn , a sophomore at
Simeon, said the bathroom at his
school resembles a chamber like
this.
"It is horrible in there," he said .
"Rat holes and bad language on
the walls. Roaches. I can't go up in
there."
Quinn is just one of many public
high school students who says that
his school bathroom is not fit to U6e.
Ninety percent of 200 students from
a variety of schools surveyed by
New Expression saidthatthey have
wanted to use the bathroom but ·
walked away in disgust. Seventysix percent of the people surveyed
said there were either roaches or
other insects in the bathroom at
their school.
"No one wants to use the bath·
room in (a) pig pen," said Paula
Brown, a junior at Fenger. In her
school bathroom, there are no garbage cans and the faucets don't
work. She says when walking into
the bathroom, she is surroundedby
graffiti. The other day, "some girls
wrote 'Big AI' across the mirror,"
Brown said.
"Today I walked into the bathroom and it had (sanitary) pads on
the floor," she said. "It sickens me."
However, not everyone has
similar problems.
Arlin Montgomery, a junior at
Curie, says the bathrooms at his
school are not too bad. "They are

better than the bathrooms at the
ballparks. They are pretty clean."
Unfortunately, Montgomery's
school seems to be more the exception than the rule. Out of the 200
surveyed students most cited at
least one shortcoming in their
bathroom at school.
Rocio Gutierrez, a senior at
Sullivan, said that the bathroom is
usually clean but not all the time.
"Some days are not that bad,"
she said. "But I have to bring my
own toilet paper and some of the
washrooms don't have doors."
Eighty-six percent of the students surveyed said that there was
not enough toilet paper in the bathroom. Fifty-nine percent said there
are no doors on the bathroom stalls.
Olivia Russell, a junior at
Lindblom also says that it depends
on what bathroom you go into, but
most of the time they are clean.
"You have to go stall to stall to
find toilet paper and there is no
soap," she says. Seventy-nine
percent of the students surveyed
said that the bathroom at their
school is not equipped with soap.
Although Maria Nichols, a
freshman at Hirsch said the bathrooms at her school are "kinda
clean," they smell. Many students
from various schools said the same
thing.
Of the students surveyed only 1
percent said their bathroom didn't
smell offensive. When asked to
described how how it smelled, one
person wrote, "a dead, rotten fish

has been regurgitated by a dead,
rotten skunk." Another said it smells
"like something exploded."
Shenika Tally, a sophomore at
Chicago Vocational said the
bathroom's smell can effect her
entire day.
"If it don't smell right you don't
want to go in there," she said . "If
you have to go to the bathroom it is
hard for you to concentrate."
Tally is not alone when she says
the condition of her school bathroom
can effect her attitude. Both Russell
and Quinn said it makes them mad.
William Richards, the assistant
principal of students at Carver High
School, suggests that when the
environment is unclean students
may notfeel good about their school
or themselves.
"Cieanlines.s says, 'Welcome to
the average student,'" said
Richards. "It gives the students pride
and self-worth."
Dorothy Williams, principal of
Flower Vocational High School
agreed.
School cleanliness, she said, "is
like putting on a new dress. You
feel better about yourself. When a
school is in good shape it fosters
positive attitude."
Norbert Kane, assistant principal at Kelly High School, said, "If no
one seems to fight it (dirtiness)then
they (the students) think that we
(the administers) have less respect
for them ." Kane's school was cited
by the Sun-Times and Chicago
Tribune as one of the best-kept
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schools in the city. His school is
especially proud that it is graffitifree. This is quite a feat considering
that 93 percent of all students responding said there is writing on
the walls of their bathroom.
Kane said they maintain conditions by always being "under the
gun. Wegivethe bathrooms double
attention," he said. "We check them
one time a day. If the bathroom is
overused it is checked three times
aday. We get beautiful cooperation
from maintenance."
But not all people put the
responsiblity at the janitor's door.
"It is not a case of us not doing
something," says Robert Benson,
the head engineer at Benito Juarez
High School. "Walk through the little
girls room two periods into the day
all the toilet paper is ripped out. The
students rip it out. They stuff toilet
paper in the toilet and the urinals
flood."
Many students agree with
Benson. Only 10 percent of the
students surveyed blame poor
conditions on the staff. Sixty-three
percent said it was the students
fault and the rest said it was a
combination of both.
Marilyn Foyt of Lane Tech High
School said she thinks that "the
students destroy it, the staff doesn't
care."
"The students don't respect the
bathroom," said Lindblom junior
Russell. "They figure it is not theirs.
We need to treat the school like we
own it."
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Cleaning needles
can save lives

rampant-in
areas where drugs
are a dominant
problem.
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Why Is Contraception
Sold Behind Counters?
By Elisabeth Heard
St.lgnatlus
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Are guys ignorant
about birth control?
By Clarence Lang
St Ignatius

Then draw fresh water mto the needle, and push 11
out. Draw in bleach a second t1me, squeeze it out,
and draw in fresh water and then push it out."
Th1s is the only sure method of cleaning needles
that gets rid of all of the AIDS virus present on a
needle. "A lot of people use just water to clean out
the blood clot," said Lampinen, "but it doesn't work."
The AIDS Outreach Intervention Program is
dedicated to going into areas with a high drug
population and handing out information and giving
lectures on how to clean needles. "We have
networks that give people information, • said
Rhodes. "We pass out literature
as well as bleach and water,
because even though people will
use the bleach, they will reuse
the water, wh ich can still carry the
virus."
If bleach is not present, it is
very important that the needle is
rinsed with something in order to
reduce the risk of getting AIDS.
"People aren't shooting up at
home, and therefore the person
doesn't have any bleach," said
Lampinen. "So it is important that
the person doesn't share, and he
must rinse the needle with
something like
alcohol or soap and water. No studies have shown
that it will protect against AIDS, but it is better than
nothing."
There are thousands of documented AIDS cases
here in Chicago but the exact number is uncertain,
because the incubation period of the virus can be up
to 10 years. But cleaning needles will at least help
to prevent contracting the disease. Said Rhodes,
'We are trying to stop the numbers of AIDS cases
for the next generation."

AIDS is running

By Ells abeth Heard
St. Ignatius

l.iiiiil~~~~~~~~~~-------.,....,.

He doesn't even wince as the needle enters
his skin. As he presses down on the syringe,
he can feel the drug entering his body. He
smiles as he takes the needle out of his arm,
and hands it back to his friend. "Thanks,· he
says.
This time, the boy got a lot more than high.
He has just contracted AIDS.
This is not a real case, but it is a common
example of how many people contract AIDS.
The AIDS virus is transmitted through blood,
and sharing needles is one of the sure ways it
can be passed. AIDS
is running rampant in
the poor areas of the
city, where drugs are a
dominant problem, and
one needle has to
service many people.
"There are three
steps to preventing
yourself from getting
the AIDS virus," said
Tom Lampinen at the
AIDS Outreach
Intervention Program
on the north side.
"Number one is to get
off of drugs and into a treatment program. If
you can not get off of them, then at least get
your own needle and don't share with anyone.
However, we know that that is very difficult to
do, so if you must share your needle, then
make sure that, number three, you clean your
needles."
There is only one sure way to effectively
clean the needle to get rid of all traces of the
AIDS virus. "Take regular household bleach,"
said Claude Rodes at the AIDS Outreach
Intervention Program on the south side. "Draw
up the bleach into the needle and push it out.

OK, it's the big night. Your
parents are going away for the
weekend, and it'll be the first time
that you and your boyfriend (or
girlfriend) will be alone for the
night. All alone, get the picture?
Of course, if you choose to
have sex, you are going to be
responsible. You can't risk the
chance of a pregnancy or the
passing of some dangerous
disease. What you need is some
birth control. So, you'll make a
quick run to the nearest
Walgreens or Osco and buy a
pack of condoms, and maybe
some spermacide just to be sure.
You go to the store and
search the aisles. Where is it?
It's not next to the deodorant, not
in the toothpaste aisle. Wait a
minute, oh no, there it is. Your
worst nightmare has come true,
the birth control is behind the
counter.
I just have one question, why
do stores do this? It's hard
enough for people, especially for
teenagers, to think realistically
about sex and know that they are
going to need protection. But
when you have to walk to the
back of the store, ring a bell, wait

I shifted uneasily in my seat
when the instructor passed around
a tray covered with different types
of contrc:ceptive pills. When she
demonstrated the proper way to put
on a condom, using a plastic model
of the penis, I looked around
uncomfortably.
But I nearly freaked out when the
Planned Parenthood instructor
explained how a pap smear is
given. I'm sure you know which
props she used that time! I was red
with embarrassment, as red as a
blc:ck person can get.
But then I realized this was
information I needed to know.
WhiCh is why I was curious as to
why I was the only guy there
among 12 girls.
'We get one or two (teenage
males) a week," Geneva Hayden,
the Instructor, said. In addition to
conducting sessions at the dime,
Hayden tours grammar and high
schools, as well as junior coDeges.

for a clerk who always ends up
looking like your grandmother,
and then tell her that you would
like a package of condoms
(lubricated please), it is enough
to make even the bravest person
turn around and go home.
I can understand the store's
point of view. Condoms and
other forms of birth control don't
need to be sold next to the candy
where little Suzy or Johnny can
find them and ask Mommy what
they are. But, please, at least
display them in an aisle, maybe
on the top shelf where little kids
won't see them, but embarrassed
teens will.
It does make a difference to
teens where the birth control is
located. "I would be too embarrassed to buy them (condoms) if I
had to ask a clerk to get them for
me. I would rather not buy them
than have to ask someone," said
one teenage boy.
"What do stores hope to gain
by putting birth control behind a
counter?" said a teenage girl. "All
they are doing is making them
seem bad, when birth control is
actually good. It helps to prevent
unwanted pregnancy as well as

''Once in a while we get 'lucky' and
have three, but the majority of the
time there are none. And we do
encourage the young ladies to ask
their partners to come with them."
She added, "I do find it strange
though, that some guys who do
come in with their girls do so
because they want their ladies to be
pregnant. I don't know why, but in
some settings, this is the supreme
proof of love, to get her to have his
baby."
Hayden acknowledged the origins
of the male's indifferent attitude
toward birth control. "I think that we
in the medical profession are partly
responsible for that h has always
been that when the guy goes to the
dime wrth his lady, he'd srt up front
and she'd go to the bc:ck to get
whatever needed done and come
out with a little brown bag. He'd
have no idea of what was going on. •
She also said myths warp some
males' understanding of contrc:cep-

disease."
So what do we do? For one
thing don't say, "Oh, forget it. I
don't need it," and walk out, if you
know that you are still going to
have sex. Don't take that
chance. If birth control is sold
behind the counter at one store,
and you are too embarrassed to
buy it, go to another. Not all
stores have the condoms locked
in a safe box in the back. Many
stores do sell contraceptives right
next to the dental floss.
Another idea is to go to a big
store, I mean HUGE, monstersized, with thousands of aisles
and hundreds of people (try one
of those Oscos that are directly
attached to a Jewel, you could
get lost in one of those.) When
there is so many people, no one
will pay any attention to you.
Whatever store you go to it is
very important that if you are going
to have sex, you have protection.
Don't let a guy in a polyester apron,
wearing a name tag that says, "Hi,
my name is Joe," discourage you
from buying them. Making one
mistake that can cause years of
trouble is not worth a few minutes of
embarrassment.

tion. "The young men have heard a
lot of myths, and they have a lot of
misconceptions about birth control.
"I went to a school once, and I
heard a myth I had never heard
before, and at every school I visit,
there is always someone who has
heard or believed this, that you can
take earwax, - from his ear or hers
-put it on the end of the penis, and
put it into the vagina. tf it burns, that
means the g1rl has a disease. I had
never heard that prior to going 1nto
the schools, old as I am!"
After hearing Hayden's idea of
guys' indifference and ignorance, I
felt rt was time to hear from the
guys. I was surprised at the other
b1rth control myths I heard· eating
garlic, JUmping up and down after
sex. . douching with Coca-Cola for
cnssakesl
Yet, I didn't come across the
widespread 19norance I thought I
Continued on page 4
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Juarez murals
color the
school day
By Enrique Ortiz
Benito Juarez High Schoo

On the third floor of Benito Juarez High
School, students decorated the science hall
with murals whic"' varied from earth evolution to animal life . The project began in
January 1990 and it is still being worked on
by members of the studio art class.
"It was always a dream of the art
department and Mr Lee Mishkin (science
teacher) to have the halls decorated," said
Margaret Unger, the art teacher in charge
of the project.
Artists included Jesus Navarrete, Norma
Lopez, Carlos Manriquez, Enrique Perez,
Rogelio Hurtado, Sandra Ramos, Stanley
Lopez and Tony Armatys.
One of the favorite murals is one which
depicts a panda bear. The artist of that
mural, Stanley Lopez, commented that it
had been a great experience to do work to
improve the school. When Norma Lopez
was asked how much she had enjoyed
working on the murals she replied "I -love it."
Tony Armatys mentioned that the murals
might prevent graffiti and give the school a
better appearence.
Besides giving the artists a chance to
work together, the project gave them an
opportunity to show their talent to the entire
school or anyone who steps into it.

Photos by Enrique Ortiz

Every year at the end of May or the
move around from place to place, so
beginning of June, thousands of students
registering is difficult," she says. "Either
in the city of Chicago receive their diplothat or they have problems with gangs in
mas from their respective high schools,
the schools. They feel they would be safer
and prepare to enter into another chapter
at home than at school. •
of their lives.
The latter problem was what drove
According to statistics from the Institute
Maria•, a 16-year- old Seneca girl, away
for Native American development, out of
from school. "I was pressured by people
these thousands of Chicago students in
that I thought were my ·friends- first, to
the 1989-90 school year, two were Native
do drugs, and then to get involved with the
Americans.
gangs," she remembers. "At first there was
Truancy is a grave problem in the Native
verbal harassment, then it got physical. I
By Melanie Mcfarland
American community. The reasons are
didn't want to deal with it."
Morgan Park Academy
numerous, and range in severity from
Now Maria works in a fast food restausheer boredom of school life to pressures
rant to help out her family. "I know school
Editor's note: This is New
is important, but at least I can help my
from gangs.
Expression's second article on
Dave Spencer, the teen outreach attenparents out this way. Maybe I'll go back to
Chicago's Native American teen
dance manager at the American Indian
school - a different school, or get my
community. Though they repreCenter, says that th·e problem with truancy
G.E.D. I don't know right now."
sent a small percentage of
is connected with the lack of role models in
Cone rita T alvera, a 15-year-old
Chicago's populatiion, Chicago
the Native American community, both in
freshman at Addams, stayed out of school
still has a healthy number of
the high schools and at home.
for about a year, but not for the reasons
Native Americans. Some are
"It's hard to go on with yoor education
listed here. "Our family had moved to
dancers, painters, students and
when you don't see someone else doing it,
school in Mexico, and there weren't any
poets. But NE's staff found
like your parents and relatives," says
English schools. So I went back when we
overriding concerns among
Spencer. "It's hard to carry the weight for
came back to the United States." However,
Native American teens and their
the rest of the family and continue."
she does see the typical problems with
adult counterparts as to where
Spencer can draw from his own
truancy among her peers.
they fit into our society, and why,
experiences to relate to the kids he
"Lots of kids see school as boring, and
in so many cases, they do not.
counsels. "When I was going to high
don 't get alot of support from home," she
school, I was the only Native American in
says."For instance, just this week, one of
my high school besides my sister, and it
my friends - a freshman -dropped out,
was discouraging to see kids of other
because he was bored with school and he
races getting on the honor roll and
wanted to spend more time with his
National Honor Society. That gave me low
girlfriend.·
self-esteem. I looked up to my sister to be
What is being done about truancy?
a role model, but then she transferred out
Right now, a number of things are availble,
of my school. So my role
or in development. The American Indian
model vanished."
Center has a truancy program, which
Spencer said role
supports kids in schools by monitoring
models in the community
their grades and attendance in school, and
need to be more visible.
helps them out with homework. For kids
''The difference is, with
that have dropped out, there is a G.E.D.
kids of different races,
program at the center, and a program in
there are others of the
which they motivate kids that have
--Maria same race around them
dropped out by encouraging them to seek
a vocation and resume their education to
a Seneca and high school dropout
in high school. When
Native Americans go to
achieve their goals. The American Indian
high school, there are
Center also has a new youth social
very few others there with
program, WAK (What A Kreation), that
them. I'm not saying that it's segregated,
sponsors dances, plays, and other
but they (other races) have more kids of
activities. INAD is working in collaboration
their own race around them. It's very hard
with the American Indian Business
to do well in high school when you don't
Association to develop a program in which
have your own people there to be role
teens are exposed to more role models in
models for you ."
order to inspire and guide them.
Beverly Moeser of the Institute for
"We want to make kids understand that
Native American development agrees, and
education is important," Spencer says.
also cites transiency and gang pressure as "Hopefully they will."
•Names Mve
problems. "A lot of these kid s' families
been changed

Native
Americans

confront truancy

"Maybe I'll go back to
school...! don't know
right now"
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Birth Control
Continued from page 3
would.
Joseph Lopez, 18, said, "The
guys should be just as responsible
as the girls, and protection should
be taken however it can. By both of
them." He shrugged. "I YtOuldn't be
afraid to buy protection. Hell, fm
. already buying at Osco. They know
me there!"
In decades past, 18-year-old
Arnell Harris said, •t would've been
afraid [to buy condoms]. But now ~·s
different, because ot the way society
has moved when it comes to
protecting yourself."
"Yes, fd buy protection," David
Flynn, 17, said, "'cuz it's safe. Not
even a lady behind the counter at
the drugstore would keep me away.
The last thing you need is a girl to
say, 'I'm protected, I don't have a
disease,' then the next day she's
pregnant and you're pissing fire.•
David Langan, 17, admitted, "I M
embarrassed the first time I had to
get them. I think that ~you're a
teenager you feel more awkward,
because most adu~s feel teenagers
shouldn't be having sex. Adults look
at you funny.•
I don't think that this evidence
against male indifference would've
moved Hayden much, though. "In
talking to them," she said, "a lot of
guys will say, 'Birth control is both
people's responsibility,' because
they know that's what I expect to
hear.
"But when you keep talking and
get down to the basics, they will say,
'Well, she knew she could get
pregnant, and she should have
thought about it.' True, the guys
can't get pregnant, but I want them
to start remembering they can get a
sexually transmitted disease,
induding AIDS."
Putting AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases aside, ~a guy
practices safe sex, but his girlfriend
still gets pregnant- none of those
methods are foolproof - he should
feel that he has an obligation. He
should feel that he is in a pos~ion to
help her with her decision concerning the pregnancy, whatever that
decision is. It was yourPleasure; it
should be your responsibility.

E D I T 0 R I A L

Against Parental
Consent:
Law should be repealed

This law can
tear families
apart and
cause family
violence.

Redefining the "real"
black community

Becky Bell had just turned 17 in
1988 and led a happy, normal life in
Indiana. She had a nice relationship
with her parents and hated to disappoint them. ThatsummerinJuly,
she discovered she was pregnant.
From fear of disappointing them,
she did not tell her parents. She
wanted a legal abortion, but the
news on the street was that you
had to ask your parents for an
abortion unless you were over 18.
She also knew that Indiana had a
reputation for not giving many bypasses in which a teenager could
get an abortion without asking her
parents. Becky still refused to tell
her parents that she was pregnant.
Since she couldn't travel to Kentucky where abortions were legal
for teenagers, she decided to get
an illegal abortion. She died a
week after she had the abortion
because the equipment used was
unsterile.
Why should she have needed to
get an illegal abortion in the first
place? Why must she have had to
ask her parents for a legal abortion? Why didn't she have a right to
privacy?
The answer: the parental consent law for an abortion in Indiana
that restricts teenage women under
18 from getting an abortion unless
they have their parent\guardian's
permission. This law exists in Illinois except it is not as enforced as
it is in Indiana.
Many teenagers simply cannot
tell their parents that they are
pregnant for more serious reasons
than disappointing their parents.
William Sweeney, a former judicial
officer in Duluth, Minn., believed
that most of the teens there feared
family violence.
"Every one of them had an excellent reason for being in court
and not notifying their parents.
Ninety percent of the time, maybe
even closer to a hundred percent of
the time, it was because of fear of
abuse, being physically assaulted,
and thrown out of the house."
The law forgets about the
teenagers who get pregnant from
being raped by their brothers or
fathers. No one would even wantto
talk to people like this or ask them
for an abortion. And yet the law
states that they have to be asked in
order to get a legal abortion.

If a teenager can not tell their
parents that she is pregnant, she
could try obtaining a bypass. A
lawyer would have to plead her
case in front of a judge, usually who
are old, conservative men, and hope
that the judge gives the waiver.
But what about low income families
who can not even afford a lawyer or
who don't even know that they have
the option of getting a bypass?
Also judges have been known to be
anti-choice, so pleading before an
anti-choice judge would be absolutely useless and a waste of
money. Some option.
. Another option teenagers have
is to travel to another state that
doesn't have this law or get an
illegal abortion. Usually teenagers
don't have enough money to travel
to another state and get away with
it anyway. So if she still doesn't
want to tell her parents that she is
pregnant and still wants an abortion, she could have an illegal one
which sometimes can prove fatal.
Too many teenagers opt for the
illegal abortion and too many die
from them. According to the World
Health Organization 200,000
deaths out of the 500,000 pregnancy-related deaths were caused
by illegal abortions and teenagers
rank high on this list.
The parental consent law also
affects the teenage birthrate in
America. This law is not helping it
go down. The Minneapolis Department of Health reported that
the birthrate in Minnesota for those
between the ages of 15 and 17 (the
age group that this law applies to)
has increased by almost 40 percent.
But the birthrate increase for those
18 and older has gone up practically
zero.
Pregnant teenagerswho want an
abortionshould have a right to privacy just like alcoholics have a right
to privacy. This lawcantearfamilies
apart.and cause family violence. In
some circumstances, th ings are
better left unsaid to keep peace in
thefamily. Alawthatcausesyoung
women to become so hopeless and
desperate enough to even consider
something so dangerous like getting an illegal abortion ought to be
repealed.
By Jennifer Thompson, Hyde
Park Academy

For the longest time all AfricanAmericans seemed to be in only
one class - the underclass. They
were united in their struggle for civil
and economic rights.
This class is given the most
attention. We had the Evans' of
"Good Times" and the Sanfords' of
"Sanford and Son."
But, times are changing. Now
we are presented with more upwardly mobile examples of AfricanAmericans ; the Huxtables of "The
Cosby Show" and Whitley Gilbert
of "A Different World".
Will the "real" black community
please stand up.
Is the black upper-class a bunch
of uptight, stuck up, colored- contact wearing, Mercedes- driving,
credit card having, Fendi bag-carrying, Girbaud-wearing, wannabe
being types? Is the black lower
class a bunch of pimpin,' drugdealing, gang-banging, basketball
playing, hip-hopping , Starterwearing, hat-stealing types?
Much hype has been given to the
light skin/dark skin division. Yet
little attention has been given to
differences between the classes, if
there is a difference.
We surveyed over 100 AfricanAmerican teens from several different high schools from all income
levels. We asked how they dressed,
whom they admire and what they
think. We discovered that black
teens of all classes have many
things in common socially. They

also share many of the same concernsiortheircommunity. Yet they
also have some difference in
lifestyles and attitudes.
Who we talked to:
GROUP 1, lower/lower middle
class - 27 percent (of which 6
percent had $1 0,000 annual family
incomes and under; 21 percent,
annual incomes of $10,000$25,000)
GROUP 2, middle class- 59 percent (of which 39 percent had
annual family incomes of $25,000$50,000; 20 percent, $50,000$75,000)
GROUP 3, upper/upper middle
class - 11 percent (of which 4 percent
had annual family incomesof$75,000$1 00,000; 7 percent, $1 00,000+)
Twenty-four percent of those responding were male; 76 percent were
female.
What they said ...
The majority classified themselves as middle class, no matter
how little or much their parents
made.
Another noticeable trend was
that the higher the income bracket
the more likely it is that the parents
are still married. Also the lower
income families seemed less likely
to have a religious affiliation. A
majority of those surveyed are
Protestant, with Baptist being the
most common denomination. The
percentage who were Catholic increased with income.

School's
proposed
closing
upsets
student
Editor's note: Phillips High
School recently appeared on an
alleged "hit" list of Chicago public
schools to be closed. In this
editorial, Phillips junior Ayanna
Randle explains why she wants t
see her school reopen in the fall.
By Ayanna Randle
Phillips H. S.

For far longer than the two
years I have been at Wendell
Phillips High School, there
have been rumors of it being
closed down. Now th"lre is a
real threat of that happening.
On Thursday, May~. an
article in the Sun- Times stated
about six Chicagoland high
schools and five gram mer
schools, according to a secret
list they had seen, were to be
closed down and the students
transferred to a different school
because of low enrollment.
Wendell Phillips was first on
the list.
No one ever believed there
could be a real possibility of
Phillips closing, but the scare
has everybody confused about
what's going on. We, the
students, have a choice of two
schools. One is DuSable, the
other is King. It was rumored
that the principal of Dunbar
would not accept any Wendell
Phillips students.
If they are closing Phillips
down because of the dropout
rate, they should probably
close down King and DuSable
too, in my opinion. Although
there are problems at Phillips
such as low attendance rates
and problems in the lunch
room, (food fights) students at
Phillips don't want to change
schools.
Most of them have
talked about dropping out
permanently and selling drugs
if they have to transfer
schools. They would rather
thro'fl away their lives by doing
crimes than go to a different
school. One boy said he would
become a permanent "stick-up
man." Instead of playing
sports, they will be out on
cornets and in dope spots,
getting arrested and going to
jail.
We, the students of Wendell
Phillips, in order to keep our
school open, are trying many
things. We are improving our
attendance, studying more,
and writing letters to the Board
of Education's president.
If the school closes, what I
will miss most is my favorite
teacher, lawrence Candia. He
was the best teacher I have
had in a long time. He teaches
Graphic Arts. He was the first
teacher to encourage me to do
something I really liked. He
helped me to get my first
summer JOb and he referred me
to the job I have now. Teachers are what I will miss the
most at Wendell Phillips High
School.

Continued on page 6 L - - - -- - - - - --.llil
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''Real'' black

community
(conJinucd from page 6.)
What they have
Do you h;jve ....
GROUP
1
2
3
car
7% 10% 45%
savings accot
52% 69% 55%
checking ac ' nt 7% 23% 0%
crodit card
7% 13% 27%
job
27"/o 64% 67%
Starter
33% 41% 18%
The UP!-income category
had the mo 'luxury" items like a
car and a r:rAdit card. Yet the
middle incc e respondants had
savings aa unt and checking
accounts in the greatest number. What's surprising is that the
category least likely to need
money is most likely to have ajob.
What they think
What are the most important
things in your life?
GROUP 1.
1. family
85%
2 health
55%
3. education 51%
GROUP2:
1. family
78%
2. health
76%
3. education 68%
GROUP3:
1. family
82%
education 82%
2. health
45%
world peaa 45%
religion
45%
In all categories family and
health were most important. In
the lower and middle income categories, education was tied for
third whilethe upper income category had it t1ed for first.
Give your opinion on the following..
1. A college education Is
necessary in today's society.
AGREE
NEUTRAL DISAGREE
GROUP
1. 89%
30%
4%
2. 95%
2%
2%
3. 100% 0%
0%
2. This is a racist society.
AGREE
NEUTRAL DISAGREE
GROUP
1. 70%
26%
4%
2. 85%
17%
0%
3. 36%
44%
17%
3. Premarital sex is OK for
teens.
NEUTRAL DISAGREE
AGREE
GROUP
52%
33%
1. 19%
44%
2. 36%
17%
3. 63%
18%
18%
4. Alcohol use Is OK for
teens.
AGREE
NEUffiAL DISAGREE
GROUP
1. 0%
4%
89%
2. 6%
11 %
83%
3. 9%
45%
45%
5. Abortion should be legal.
AGREE
NEUTRAL DISAGREE
GROUP
1. 44%
44%
11%
2. 34%
44%
20%
3. 81%
9%
9%
6 . Affirmative action has
been beneficial to mlnorltes.
AGREE
NEUTRAL DISAGREE
GROUP

1.
2.
3.

22o/o
26%
44%
28%
47%
25%
27"/o
45%
18%
7. Blacks have come a long
way In 20 years.
AGREE
NEUTRAL DISAGREE
GROUP
1
59%
22o/o
19%
2
79%
100/o
11%
18%
3
81 %
0%

II
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8. Do you think that your
high school has adequately
prepared you for the future?
AGREE
NEUTRAL DISAGREE
GROUP
1. 64%
19%
15%
2. 61%
20%
19%
3. 64%
27%
9%
The lower income categories
were most conservative, objecting more ~o premarital sex,
teenage drinking and abortion.
They may not abstain to such a
high degree, but the values are
there. The h1gher the income
the more likely they were to value
education and to believe in the
progress of blacks as a whole.
What do you think are the
g realest problems facing the
black community?
GROUP 1:
1 drugs
67"/o
2.gangs
400/o
3. crime/violence
22%
GROUP 2:
1. drugs
53%
2. gangs
41%
3. crime/violence
12%
GROUP3:
1 lack of education 27"/o
drugs
27%
lack of unity
2 7"/o
Whom they admire
Who is the most influential
member of the black community?
GROUP 1 : Jesse Jackson 11%
GROUP 2: Jesse Jackson 14%
GROUP 3: Jesse Jackson 18%
MhoughJesseJackson had the
most votes, even he did not have a
large number of votes. Only about
40% of those surveyed even answered.
What we have learned
The black teen community is not
as divided as their adutt counterparts on the basis of class. There
are more factors that unify rather
than divide.
All teens surveyed share common interests. Regardless of dass,
most listen to hip-hop, rap, R&B,
arid "slow jams." On the weekends
most teens surveyed like to go to a
movie, a party, or hang out with a
friend or girHriendlboyfriend.
Most of the teens value the same
things, admire the same people
arid see the same problems affecting the black community.
We also managed to debunk
some commonly held myths. One
mythwasthattherewere no wealthy
blacks. A pretty good percent (11
percent),madeover$75,000. There
is also the myth that lower-income
means lower class.
There Is the stereotypical image
ofpoorerblacks as rapping, Starterwearing, shiftless and valueless
people. Rapisnowpopularamongst
all of the classes. And surprisingly
people considered middle class own
the most Starters. Education is valued, while drinking and premarital
sex is looked down U~X>n. Now
beliefs just need to be acted U~X>n.
There are enough divisions
within the black community not to
be divided over the issue of class.
We all face the same problems arid
enjoy the same things. We are the
same people. When one of us fails,
we all fail. When one of us succeeds, we all sua:eed. By Mllda
Saunders, St. Ignatius

Illustration by Mal Mol

Racism through segregation
Teens must replace separation with unity
By Mllda Saunders
St. Ignatius
Racism is once again in the
news.
It is not the name-calling, flagburning racism of the South. Nor
is it the separate bathrooms,
back-of- the- bus racism of the
"60s.
It is not "Do the Right Thinq"
or Bedford-Stuyvestant type
racism. Nor is it the ''two
Am encas: seJ.><:uate , but unequal"
type racism.
It is not racial violence or
institutional racism. That is not to
say that both thes& forms of
racism aren't still widespread,
they just don't make news.
This "new " racism is simply a
mix of old-fashioned intolerance
with a bit of close-mindedness
thrown in.
There are always things to
remind us integration in America
is not such a simple issue. At
Chicago's Brother Rice High
School, there was a recent
controvery because they held two
proms, one black, one white. In
many high schools, there has
been conflict over whether rap or
rock should be played at prom.
Some school officials have
questioned the validity of ethnic
clubs because they are divisive to
the student body. At most
integrated schools, there is little
or no racial mixing outside of the
classroom.
People, especially teens, like
to be around others like themselves. It is com forting to be
around people who look like you
and think like you. Teens often
feel uncomfortable around people
with different ideas, cultures or
lifestyles. The unfamiliar
becomes threatening.
In a city as seg regated as
Chicago, race usually guarantees
similarities other th an skin ton e.
Chicago is a city of neighborhoods, usually divided along

racial lines. There are "ghettos"
for every ethnic group, AfricanAmerican, various Asian groups,
different Hispanic groups, and
white ethnic groups.
Each group has a separate
culture, dressing a certain way,
listening to certain music and
frequenting certain places.
When you walk into a room,
you tend to gravitate toward
people of your own race because
it is more likely they will "know
where you are coming from. •
These things are racial but not
necessarily racist.
Problems arise when a group
begins to think their way is the
only way. They begin to exclude
and look down upon others who
are not like them.
It's OK to "hang black" as long

Getting to know
people~in

dividuals dispels
any myths about a

certain race.
is everything isn't a "black thang"
others wouldn't understand. It's
OK ro be with a Chicano clique
as long as it's notyour only clique.
It's OK to be proud of being
white, as long as you don't
expect everyone else to be.
It's natural and healthy to
have friends of your own race, it
reinforces self-esteem and
preserves culture. But there are
some things to be gained from
different viewpoints and cultures.
Some interests and activities
transcend race .
Separatism also feeds the
ignorance t hat perpetuates
racism. If the only thing you ever
heard about a group of people

was negative, then you would
have a negative view of them. H
you heard that all Hispanics
were poor, all blacks are lazy, all
Asians are nerds, all NativeAmericans are drunks, all Jews
are greedy, or all whites were
racists a nd had never had any
information to contradict that,
then you would believe it.
Getting to know people as
individuals dispels any myths
about a certain race.
Getting to know people of
other races will show you the
world from a different perspective. It helps to ''walk a mile in
someone else's shoes".
Perhaps colleges have lower
admissions standards for
minority students because of the
poor quality of the public
schools, which are over 50
percent minority. Perhaps
minorities are poor not because
of lack of initiative but because
of lack of opportunity. Perhaps
whites are racist because of
either ignorance or fear of giving
up their priviledged positions.
Racism in any form is
intolerable. But this form can be
cured with an open-minded
appreciation and respect for the
contributions and problems of
the different races.
It shouldn't be expected that
the races agree on everything all
the time, but compromise can be
attained. Diversity should be a
benefit and not a drawback.
People should welcome the
chance to try new focid s, listen to
new music or meet new people.
It is time to stop trying to
become a melting pot with one
homogenous culture, as
someone so wisely put, we must
become a "salad bowl", where
everything retains its un~queness
while still contributing to the
whole.

The John G. Shedd
Aquarium is proud to
announce some
news of truly immense proportions,
the grand opening of
our Oceanarium.
The Oceanarium is
home to a wide variety ·
of marine life, from its
delicate sea stars to dolphlns, sea otters, and even
beluga whales. In fact, the
Oceanarium is the largest
indoor marine
mammal exhibit
~
~
~
~
in the world.
~ ~ MI~I~AN
And it's all right
::;:
"'
~
here in Chicago.
Inside the Oceanarium's 170,000
j
MU~E~CJ -~re;ARIUM square-foot structure, visitors can
~~W1r-£)
view these graceful creatures from
I 1
both above and below the water's
surface in the Underwater Gallery.
The Aquarium's researchers have also brilliantly
OCEANARIUM
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re-created the rugged
shores of the Pacific
Northwest-its huge
rock formations and
trees, its coves and
inlets. There's even
a Pacific rain forest
and beaches, complete with a small tide
pool teeming with sea
anemones, crabs and
mussels.
The Oceanarium
opens April 27th, and
- tickets are available only
through Ticketmaster and = =
the Aquarium itself Park at Soldier Field
and take our shuttle bus, or call 312-836-7000 or
800-972-7000 for CTA, PACE and Metra schedules.
Chances are, within minutes you'll be standing
on the shore of some distant sea, just inches from
whales, dolphins and other Chicagoans.
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It's an ocean by the lake.
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Whitney Young's
Academic Decathlon
team third in nation
Whitney Young took third
place in the academic decathlon national competition April
By Najla Zarif
19-22
at Occidental College in
Whitney Young
Los Angeles.
The contest consists of
categories in history/social
science, English
and literature,
economics, fine
arts, essay,
speech, interview,
mathematics and
science. First
place winners are
given scholarship
money and get to
meet President
Bush.
With a score of
47,231 points,
-coach Larry Minkoff
Young's team
was beaten for
second place by
15 points by
Laguna Hills High School of
California. First place went to
the J.J. Pearce High School of
Texas, with a score of 48,946
points. Whitney Young also
took second place in the
nation for the Super Quiz
contest.
Whitney Young's Honors
Team- those with an "A"
average - included Vinh
Truong, Sarah Bush, and
Patricia Washington. The
Scholastic Team- students
with a "B" average- consisted of Greg Lewickyj, Mitch
Rouner, and Jon Piechowski.
The Varsity Team- students
with a "C" average- had
Jesse Cunningham, Hope
Smith and Greg Rudnick as
members.
Team member Rudnick
said, "We have never had a
better year and done so well
before ... we can't lose next
year."
Coach Larry Minkoff, a
psychology teacher at
Whitney Young, is also very
confident about next year. He
said he feels that the team will
take first in state again, and
go on to win first in nationals.
"We have everything
necessary as a team to win.
We have got the materials
and we have got four of the
students from this year's team
coming back next year. We've
also got a student who is only
a sophomore th at would have
received a free ride to Cal
Tech in physics, staying in
high school. He will also be on
our very strong team."
The team also took third in
economics and second in
math and science nationally,
fourth in history/social science, essay and interview.
Individual winners include
Greg Lewickyj, who took
fourth nationally in the scholastic division, and Jesse
Cunningham, who took first
place overall in varsity. Greg
Rudnick took third place overall
in the varsity division.

''We have
everything
necessary as
a team to win''
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at night, I
:Z'-1i.''·'~u ·.Zonged for my
1./II.&>I.Uij~UUIUo just to fall
asleep one last time
beside him and to
awaken back in my bed,
hours later, knowing he
was there ... "

SHADOWS
p

0
R
By Monica Berlin
Von Steuben Metropolitan Science Center

Throughout my life,
shadows have both intrigued
and frightened me. Within these
shadows have danced pain,
sadness, security, joy, and fear.
The shadow is an image that
can only be seen for a moment
never held on to . Sadly, at
times, my life seems to be an
imitation of shadows : with
nothing ever remaining for long,
only constantly changing as
shadows often do. Everything
seems to disappear by the time I
realize its importance -gone
when I go to reach for it.
Time seemed endless when I
was a child and days were long.
At the close of the never-ending
days I'd lay in bed for hours,
sometimes, watching the light
beneath the door and straining
to hear my parents talking. After
my mother's footsteps passed
my room, I'd quietly open the
bedroom door and creep into
the dark living room, standing at
the foot of the couch until my
father looked up. "What's
wrong?," he'd ask. I'd only
shrug and he would move over
to make room for me on the old
cushy couch.
We would watch old movies
for hours sometimes. Other
nights rerun s of television shows
from yesterdays gone. I'd look
over at my father from time to
t1me and he'd smile o r wink. If it
had been a long day or a good
movie the night before, he'd be
sleeping when I looked over at
him and I'd reach for the afghan
to cover him. More often
though, I would be the one who
drifted off somewhere between
insomniac theatre and the crop
report. Before dawn, I'd awaken
back in my bed unsure at first
where I was or how I had gotten
there. I felt frightened, as
always, trembling in the empty
blackness of the room, wait1ng
for someone to calm me from
my troubled dre,ms. No one
ever came. I'd lay there
shivering until the shadows
stopped their dance and until
the birds conducted the dawn.
And there were nights when
I'd lay awake in bed listening to
my parents argue - never
hearing their words, only the
anger. My mother would run
past my room crying, and I'd lay
there in the newborn silence
wondering how my sister could
sleep through the fighting ... and
wondering where the light that
crept beneath the door had
gone. When the silence
became too much for me and
the shadows were dancing too
quickly to music I never heard, I
would tip-toe out of my room
only to find myself in the

s

dari<ened living room alone. One
night, glancing out of the window,
I saw the space where his car had
been hours before, and I knew he
was off in his car driving away
from the house driving away from
me. Shivering in the dampness, I
curled up on the couch waiting for
my father to come and waiting for
sleep.
He never came. Many years
passed since I had laid beside
him on the old worn couch
watching television- years since
I fell asleep next to him, held his
hand, or listened to his tired
breathing. It had been so many
years of nothing that I learned to
forget. I grew to accept the empty
house and the darkness that
seemed everywhere. I found
comfort, somehow, in the silence
that lingered when I awoke each
morning - never expected
the telephone to ring before
dawn that summer day.
Often, late at night, I had
longed for my childhood :
just to fall asleep one last
time beside him and to
awaken back in my bed,
hours later, knowing he was
there. But I'd have never
wanted to see him again
had I known the next time I
curled up beside him it
would be in a hospital bed .
I'd have rather lost him as I
had years before, with my
memories as they were,
than as I did. I'd have
rather never seen him again
knowing that, to me, he was
perfect. I'd have given him up or
given up seeing him again, so I
could remember, and the
shadows close in on me.
I remember the first night in the
hospital. I couldn't help staring at
his feet. How swollen he was ... oh
God, and his hands ...weren't the
hands of my father - not the
hands that cradled me as a baby
- not the hands that held me
when I cried. All the tubes that
ran up and down his body and the
machines that sust ained his
existence held on to someone I
didn't know... Suddenly I had
becom e an adult. My father was
the helpless one who awoke
frighten ed, trembling, needing
someone to calm him from his
troubled dreams. I sat beside
him, all those nights, watching
him sleep. I covered his frail body
with the flimsy hospit al sheets as I
had, so often at home on the old
cushy couch. Only I looked over
at him, all those nig hts, and there
were no smiles - not even a
wink. And for endless days I
watched my father fight with
death. I watched him disappear
into almost nothing.
I don't remember hearing the

E

birds for the rest of the summer. I
don't know what happened to all
the flowers. I have no idea where
the time went and the summer
dwindled sadly away from me.
used to ride the train from the
hospital half unconscious,
smelling of sickness, listening to
the mechanical beeps in my head
until I reached home. I used to
lay in bed, exhausted, crying for
sleep to come so I could put my
tired mind to rest. And laying in
bed, watching the shadows pace
back and forth, I'd shiver in my
dark room, frightened I try to
hear his voice, soothing me as it
once did and all I can hear are his
choking sounds of pain and his
voice cracking in sadness. It is so
hard to remember anything but
those last weeks I spent so many
nights there beside him trying to

"...there were nights
when I'd lay awake in
bed listening to my
parents argue - never
hearing their words,
only the anger... "

tell him so much - trying to show
him who I had become. Inside my
head a voice screamed, "Look at
me! Live because of mel" I was
selfish. I just wanted my lather
back so he could see that I had
become something because of
him, yet without him.
He spent his birthday there. I
remember creeping into his room
after hours to give him his card
that I doubted he'd read. Holding
his hand, I sang to him as best I
could though my voice cracked
with every note. I told him it was
September once again and his
birthday - and that we'd spend
the next year together. I felt him
start to cry, if its possible to cry
when you're unconscious, his
whole body trembled as I watched
the tears fall from his eyes and
felt my own spilling over. Through
the oxygen mask and the tubes
and the machines, it felt to me as
if his tears were a surrender and
an acknowledgement of defeat.
Some nights though, he'd be
doing better. "Baby, let's go for a
walk," he exclaimed late one
afternoon. I laughed and said
"OK, where Daddy? Shall we
stroll down the Champs-Eiysees?"
He smiled at me, sat up in the

bed, struggled with his hospital
slippers and instructed me that we
were to walk around the ICU and
he would introduce me to
everyone. He was so proud of
himself as we walked through the
ward together- me holding him
up, him dragging his machines
behind him. And he was so cute
- "Let's go again" he pleaded
and off we went again,this time
slower, this time the machines
becoming a heavy burden. But he
was just as proud. A man who
had accomplished so many great
things over the years found the
greatest satisfaction in taking a
walk. He ended up back in
bed,however, exhausted and
ready for sleep. "next week," he
whispered as he fell asleep, "You
and I can go for a walk in the
park." I only smiled.
He slipped away a little
more each day. Often, I'd
arrive to find him in bed
struggling for the strength
to sit up -crying for his
weaknesses. lneverknew
if I should have run in to
help- to comfort him or if
I should have remained in
the doorway until he
finished. I liked to get there
while he slept. Most of the
time, his rest was content
and he'd lay peacefully as
if nothing in the world could
hurt him. I used to sit
beside him and pretend we
were home, longing for the
past- becoming lost in
my memories until he'd awaken.
While he slept, though, I used
to wonder if he knew how sick he
was. Do the dying realize they
are·~ So they Know the mght they
finally sleep that this time is
forever? I used to worry that he
was so alone. When he awoke in
the hospital from a dream, was he
scared? Lying in bed, those last
days, alone, did he know he was
dying? Did he cry himself to
sleep as I did? All things we
talked about, we never spoke of
Death-only of tomorrow and the
many tomorrows that never
came ...
In the late days of September
he drifted away. While the world
lost its courage to fight winter and
the colors of life drained sadly
away, he too disappeared. Once
again, I had lost - or rather I was
lost. I remember lying on the
couch again the fist night he
wasgone watching the darkness
move about me. My little sister
crept downstairs and stood beside
the couch as I once had. I moved
over. She curled up next to me
and, crying together, we finally fell
asleep.
For months after he was gone
alii wanted was silence: for the

voices in my head to stop
whispering -for the music that
reminded me of him to cease
from laying over and over inmy
dreams- and for the crying to
stop echoing my thoughts day
after day. I used to wonder
what the silence was like,
having forgotten how it sounded.
I used to dream of lying in bed
and awakening from sleep to
hear nothing but the beautiful
sounds of silence. Each night,
before I slept, I'd be scared that
the shadows, frightened
themselves of the voices, would
wake me in the middle of my
dreams.
And how the silence has
come. It seems I am more
frightened of it than of the voices
that haunted me, perhaps,
because if the silence, I am
alone. I knew that I couldn't
forget as long as the voices
whispered sad thoughts to me.
As long as I could close my
eyes and see him lying there as long as I heard the echo of
his tears, I knew I'd be all right.
Only I don't hear his voice or his
tears when I shut my mind to the
world - and if, I close my eyes
to see him again, he's gone.
There is mothing about
emptiness. The first morning
that I awoke to the nothingness.
I walked about the house
searching for what was missing
-what was wrong. It seemed
the house had never been so
quiet before, even the stairs
hushed beneath my feet. In the
big empty house -in my big
empty world, I was alone ...
As a child I rl'lmember falling
asleep beside my father,
watching television, and waiking
in the darkness, hours later, not
knowing where I was. It was
always cold when I awoke. I'd
curl up to say warm, watching
the shadows dance along the
wall until I'd drift back to sleep.
Lying in bed sometimes, I
wonder if my father was ever
more than just another shadow
- another image of hope and
love hidden in darkness. Other
times, I wonder if he was
anything but a dream. There
are so few things that I
remember about him, now that
he has gone... and like a dream,
most of the night without him though at times, I creep out of
bed expecting to find him there.
Often, I awaken in the middle of
the long night to discover a tiny
bit of light flickering beneath my
door and lying there trembling, I
just want to be held. No one
ever comes. So many years
gone by and still I lie awake
watching the dance of the
shadows ....
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By Heather Smith
Kenwood Academy

She stares out of the empty windc
Contemplating a gaping hole in hE
(one a love used to fill) shot there
accidental bullet. Endless questior .
and her cry of anguish is drawn u~
red line. Joining the lamentation a
the cry of an American soldier fror
war-stricken country,
the cry of a South African child wt
not understand why her father wa
the cry of a Lithuanian mother mo
her son and her country .
These red lines of pain grow and
the whole red earth
bleeds .

War. Hate.
Violence.
Hope. Death.
Unique and diverse,
they are all facets of
the urban teen
•
experzence.
The visual and written
.
expresszons on
these pages
represent the
strongest,
most vibrant voices
among the 120,000
Chicago teens
who make up
New Expression's
readership.
- Clarence Lang, 18
New Expression

fiction edi tor
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HON ORABLE M E NTION
Uy Joni Lamb
Morgan Park lligh School

Don't need much
To be a politician
Just a loud voice and a
Deceitful, smooth-talking
Tongue
How they can sweet-talk
And manipulate
Liars and thieves
Draining blood and
Brains
They can smell the
Precipitation building in
The clouds
Perfect timing for a snow storm
Or a snow job
Baby kissing
Blood sucking
Demons
Concealed in human bodies
'I need your support,' means
'I need your money'
Liars
Cheats
Sugar pours out of their
Deceitful mouths
Don 't trust them
Ever
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By Laquita Henry
Lane Technical High School
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o, my son," the woman pleaded, "you don't
know what you're doing. I forbid you, I forbid you!"
Joseph's mother closed her eyes in consternation as
she spoke and stamped her foot firmly on the carpet
twice. She was determined to talk some sense into her
son, to drive this youthful madness from his head.
"Mama, this is my decision to make. I am a man now.
Besides, I will return safely."
And the argument waged on. It was three months ago
when Joseph's friends told him of their decision to enlist
in the Marine Corps. Since then Joseph had spent many
pensive hours contemplating which path to follow.
When he finally arrived at one, he surprised even
himself. He would join the Marines, and then ship out to
Vietnam. It was the least he could do, he thought, to
repay his adopted country for all the blessings bestowed
upon his small family.
Outside the bedroom window, precipitation clung to
the glass. It was a gray Wednesday afternoon.
Joseph's mother swivelled around to once again face
her son. Her attention had been on a photograph which
rested upon the right hand side of her dresser. The
photograph featured a rugged looking man dressed in
rustic clothes, lines on his face from too much sun, too

much agony. Her late husband, Alejandro .
"Maybe you think war is like on television? It is romantic to you, or glamorous maybe?" She tried making her
face into a wall of conviction.
~
"No, I won't sign any papers to get you killed." Joseph
\ !../..,.,,.,
was of such an.age that he required parental consent
\.,..,.::=;: )',··...::.;:::'~~,::::~::::,,,::·:7':..~.:..,;,~:~::·:~~·,,·,., ''·.:.t?,!1!qr.e'ef:l.~1t~g...·····'
"Please, Mama," Joseph rolled his eyes and said "tsk, I
believe that you know me better than that. I mean, I am
not so childish to think like that still."
The woman considered her son standing in front of her
. Seventeen years old! How quickly things transpire in
this life, dear Lord. Joseph is a comfortable six feet,
bronzed like a regular statue, his mother often tells him.
His raven hair is kept carefuly trimmed by regular trips to
the barber, a good Christian man who befriended the
family almost immediately upon arriving to the States.
To this day, Joseph's mother thought, he still wears the
14-carat gold crucifix around his solid neck which had
been a present from his godparents the day of his
baptism. How long ago did that seem!
"The militar here is against nosotros Hispanos. They
will mistreat you just for not being Americana. I know,
my son." Agitated, she raised her hands in front of her
with clasped fingers and emphasized every word with a
stirring motion , in a manner usually associated with
Italian women.
This characteristic always amused Joseph. He
laughed playfully as he mimicked her. "Ah mi Mama , mi
. Mama."
"Get your hands out of my face ."
Joseph turned his head to gaze out the window. All he
saw were wet brownstones and working people with
umbrellas waiting for the bus. Some took shelter in the
entrance to the neighborhood grocery store, La Paz, on
the corner of the block. Joseph knew the place intimately. As a little boy he would frequently scuttle into
the store with a small herd of his friends and wipe out
half the supply of one-cent candies which were sold on
the shelf behind the counter.
·And so for that reason I am to be held back from
doing what my heart tells me is right? Look at how we
are free now. Mama, there is no longer any reason to
be afraid of disappearing in the night. I am grateful to
America for this reason. Let them say what they want.
don't really care." Joseph studied his mother. He
sensed the anxiety building within her. He knew what
that was.
Joseph's mother only stood tight-lipped and with her
arms crossed over her abdomen. That is, when she
wasn't speaking.
Joseph decided to pry a little. "What are you really
worried about, Mama? Are you holding something back,
hmmm?"
Joseph's mother walked from one side of the bedroom
to the other, exhaling as if by great effort. Her room was
an attempt to recreate the environment of their homeland. The second hand dresser was odorned with the
obligatory, cheap Catholic miscellania: stained glass
candles; postcards with depictions of the Assumption
scotch-taped to a corner of the mirror; a rosary hanging
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Lying forlorn among
dull medals, worn photographs
a folded uniform and a quilt
It found me.
·
Tissue-thin petals
stained with crimson blood
faded .
The stark black center
masked countless
eyes of marching boys
fighting
In Flanders War.
Yellow pollen drifts over
row upon row of white crosses
mothers' first-born sons
face down in the fields.
Green prickly stems
now limp and wilted by
the creeping tendrils
Of mustard gas.
Crimson to russet red
black to charcoal gray
a generation lost
to the bleeding
Poppy.
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Youth Communication
and Kraft General Foods
extend heartfelt thanks to
the following judges for the
time and effort they put into
selecting Chicago's finest
teen talents.
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COOL

Larry Miller II
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ByWilliam T. Wells
Morgan Park High School

Betty Ann Mocek
Evanston Arts Center
Chicago Artists Coalition

Love and caring radiated from her being
She would stand in the middle
of the high school hallway and say

Ruthellen Musil
Chicago Tribune

Ben Nufiez

"I feel love emanating from my soul today,
I feel love emanating from my soul today ... "
And hugged people as they passed
even though she didn't know them.

Youth Communication

Jamila-Ra
Chicago Office of Fine
Arts
Illinois Arts Council
Urban Gateways
Dial-a-Poem

It grieves me much to say
that Frog went home and slit her wrists today
Because she loved others more than
she loved herself
and no one hugged her first.

Jackie Tomolunis
Department of Cultural
Affairs

Frog was so cool

Tom Torluemke
American Academy of Art

Helen Valdez
Mexican Fine Arts Center

loanne Vena
lAC-Arts in Education

Hunan Wigid
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Eric Williams
Northwestern University

Pat Zamora
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ASON GONZALES

·~''"''~·.~~JJ'·""" winner of the painting category , is an
~<lf:lfi<'{:";;;·•

you couldn't tell it by just looking at her. She
attends Lane Tech
School and is a freshman who enjoys paintings,
drawings and things dealing with art.
What Cho likes best about her piece is "the amount of time and work I put
into that piece to make it the best."
She likes to paint, because "there is no limit to what you can do with paint."
After graduation she plans to "find me a FINE man and travel around the
world."
- Melody Negron, 16, and Tamika Brown, 16
New Expression

staff writers

but a thousand bucks as well.·
Gonzales, a 17-year-oldjunior at Steinmetz,
took first place in the "Celebrating New
Expressions" contest for his pencil drawing "Remains."
"I didn't think I would win," said
Gonzales. "Two weeks had passed and I
didn't hear from them. I didn't think that
the judges would take that long."
But it didn't take forever for Gonzales to
fmd out he was wrong, it only took a phone
call. "I kept jumping up and down and
yelling 'I won! I won!"' he said, smiling at
the memory.
Not wanting to join the ranks of starving
artists, Gonzales plans to work in advertising and paint in his spare time. He prefers
to paint on his own rather than work with
someone else's ideas.
" You can do anything you want," he
explained. "You can paint anything you
want-and it's yours."

They•ie creative,
sophisticated and smart,
troubled by racism,
war and the future.
They hail from
Korea,
the Soviet Union,
Poland,
the Philippines
and Chicago.
And they're all under 18.
Who are these worldly teens?
They're the fifty winners of
Youth Communications's
first annual
''Celebrating New Expressions"
art competition.

"Celebrating New Expressions'
winners also include:
DRAWING
2nd George Hendry, Marist
3rd Jung Cho, Lake View
Joseph Castillo, Lane Tech
Gregory Cook, St. Ignatius
<- Sam Gomez, Clemente
co- Andre Matos, Aspira
0 z Gerald Menoni, Marist
z
ow ., Roosevelt Robertson, Fenger
:r:::::!: Arturo Zaragoza, Clemente
tuz

SEANDALE PRICE

~o

winner

FIRST PLACE
photography

PAINTING
2nd Monika Golebiewski, Lane Tech
3rd Rod Sanchez, Foreman

wz Joseph Ferro, Marist
_J

Laquita Henry, Lane Tech
Aaron Miller, Lane Tech
0:1Monica Rodriguez, Von Steuben
Oz
Dawn Shedlow, Mather
z
ow Milton Smith, Marist
mO

<(-

Sean dale Price, 17, a sen c~:§,Y.i~m:.55h:~JeHigh School is the first place winner
in the photography d' · · . ...
He has been taking pictures since
, and it has now become his
September, when he took . ·:,:=··=··.
hobby.
''''"'
unusual, funny, or just common,"
"I take pictures of
unusual things, like reflections, and
Seandale said. "I think I .
abstracts. I also play
and double exposure."
- Elisabeth Heard, 17
New Expression

-Kim-Cue Le, 19

Production Editor

New Expression

I:2

PHOTOGRAPHY
2nd Amy Johnson, Lane Tech
3rd Wilfredo Colon, Orr

staff writer

MONICA BERLIN
winner

FIRST PLACE

"I've been writing ever since I was
in eighth grade,"
said Monica Berlin,
a senior at Von
Steuben.
Berlin's firstplace piece, "Dancing With Shadows,"
is a story about the
relationship between a girl and her
father. It also talks
about the tragic
death of her father.
Berlin plans to make
a profession with
her writing, by
writing children's
stories.
- Tiffanie Lawhorn, 16
New Expression

staff writer

MAIKO EBERSOLE
winner

FIRST PLACE
poetry

Objects are not simplistic to Maiko Ebersole. A
sole object can contain
complex visions and images. In her poems they are
symbols.
"I want people to think,"
said Ebersole. "One object
has hidden meanings."
Those meanings are
powerful. Her poem
"Poppy" is an intricate description of the little flower.
The flower represented
death in World War II.
Before
this
year
Ebersole, a 17-year-old
Kenwood Academy senior,
had never written a poem.
Then she meet two guys
from her school who were
poetry gurus. Now she is a
poet laureate. She is the
first- place poetry winner
in "Celebrating New Expressions."

Jennifer Cuasay, St. Ignatius
Nancy Gomez, Clemente
Daren Hull, St. Ignatius
:Patricia Mannes, Lane Tech
Jennifer Pasko, Lane Tech
Lilliana Rivera, Farragut
David Washington, South Shore

PROSE
2nd Stacy Hill, Morgan Park
3rd Ann Livschiz, Von Steuben

wz
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mO
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POETRY
2nd Amy Hundley, Kenwoood
3rd Heather Smith, Kenwood

wz Jennifer Cuasay, St. Ignatius
~o

Carlos Hurtado, Lake View
Joni Lamb, Morgan Park H.S.
a:t- Irene Ramirez, Clemente
~z Cory Wechsler, Von Steuben
0 tu William T. Wells, Morgan Park
I:!: Elin Zurbrigg, Kenwood
<(-

-Sarah Karp, 17
New Expression

Managing Editor

Rowena Cadiz, Hubbard H.S.
Rachel Levin, Von Steuben
Mike Sachs, Von Steuben
Laurel Scott, Morgan Park
Nicole Seidlity, Lane Tech
Jacquet Thomas, Morgan Park
Eddie Zapata, Lane Tech

PARENTAL C0NSENT ...continued from pages
from two nails imbedded in the drab,
yellow plaster. Yes, the typical
Hispanic habitation.
Hers was the only bedroom in the
apartment. Joseph slept on the
couch, which had red and white
handwoven coverings draped over
the backrests. These were sewn by
the grandmother back in their
country.
Joseph continued. "Wasn't it you
who used to tell me about father
saying, 'A man must prove himself
every day?"'
On the word "father," Joseph's
mother walked briskly out of the
room and into tile adjoining kitchen.
"Now I've done it," Joseph
thought, as he followed apologetically. Joseph's father was killed in
their native Nicaragua.
One day, while going about his
tasks in the fields, he saw a woman
being harrassed by two soldiers.
The other workers pretended not to
notice the commotion, following the
unwritten code, but Joseph's father
paid no heed to this. He intervened,
handing out to the both of them a
sound beating. Three nights
afterwards he disappeared. Arrangements were quickly made with
relatives living in the U.S., and
Joseph's mother brought her son to
this country. Joseph was six years
old.
The rain continued to plink off the
cement window sill on the exterior of
the building.
Joseph found his mother, leaning
with her arms against the countertop.
She was sobbing quietly. Joseph
gently placed his hands on her shoul-

ders and started to speak, but she interrupted him.
"Yes, yes, you knew all along what
was on my mind. Well , anyway, now
that you've brought it up, how am I to
allow my only son to go fight a war when
a war took away his father, eh? If I sign
that paper, I am saying to America, 'Go
ahead, kill my son."'
"Mama ... "
"No, you let me finish. This
America that you love so much, it is

" ... how am I to allow my
only son
to go fight a war when a
war took away
his father, eh? If I sign
in that paper, I am saying to America,
'Go ahead,
kill my son'... "

the very reason Alejandro is not here
today. They put the guns in the
hands of those animales that killed
your father. And you think you have
to repay something?" she said this
last scornfully, as a statement rather
than a question.
Mother and son looked at each
other. Moments passed. Suddenly,
Joseph had something he wanted to
say. It was as if a shell had been cast
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to visit the "Celebrating New Expressions" Ex hi bit at the Daley Center through
June 22. We are delighted to support and celebrate the creative expression of
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off, revealing something dormant
beneath. He pierced her eyes with his
gaze as he spoke.
"Okay, I have listened. Now I want
to say something. Mama, please don't
mention such things to me. Alii know
is what I can see with my own eyes,
and that is, that things are better for us
here than they ever were in our
country. Don't you see, the fear is
gone, Mama, the fear I remember in
your eyes. A man can help his family
by the hard work he does, and no one
can tell him, 'No, you are not allowed
to have this,' or, 'No, you are not
allowed to keep that.' I still love mi
patria, don't misunderstand me, but I
really think I am right. I am the man of
this house, and like a man, I will repay
good things that are done for me. I
will always protect you, Mama."
For a fraction of a second, his eyes
moved to the carbon forms lying on
the table. The woman walked over to
them and picked them up. She
studied them as if there were poems
written on them.
"You must write me often, or I will
become lonely."
Joseph's tone became tender once
again.
"Every day, I promise."
Outside, the plinking stopped, and
the grayness, slowly dissipitating, was
replaced by golden hues.
She picked up the pen and scrawled
"Maria Salazar."
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Susan M. Herr

Marlon Braroo and Janes Dean were among
the fii'St people to give a new definition to the v.ord
"rebel" Between "The WW:J One" and "Rebel W~h
out a Cause," people had their first view of
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ostracized youth of AmeOCa. They wore black
leatherj<rlets, putgrease in their hair, and stxx:ked
adults t,. wearing (gasp!) white tee-shirts on the
outsde instead of as underwear.
Now, there is a new generation of so-called
"rebels," far cflfferent from the greasers of yesteryear.lhey wear leatherjackets, shave their heads
or spi(e their hair, are tattooed and pierced in exooc
plck::es, and stxx:kadultsb;wearing (gasp!) leather
pants, rlJped jeans, and tee-shirts emblazoned
with everything from fXllili::al stalements to musCat
group bgos to 'OlE YUPPIE SCUM."
WOO are they? They are punks, skinheads, and
people who generally want to express themselves.
Collectively, they are called the attemative subculture. In ChK:ag:l, they hang out along the North
side's Belmont Avenue.
Are they rebels? Some are, rome aren't. But all
L:;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;:;;:::::;;;;;;;;;;;.J are different, in views and in seH expresson.
Twenty-two-year-old Steve's vehicle of seH exBoys look out at the world from a street corner pression is a bit more subtle than most At first
glance, he looks ra!her mainstream-he has dark
on Belmont.
curly hair, which for the most part is hidden under
a baseball cap turned backwards. His eyes are
dark and expressive, and he has a lght moustache
and beard. So what's so unusual about him?
'Thingsthroughmybodyandinkinmyarms,"he
safS. Steve has numerous tattoos on his arms "to
REBELS WITH A CAUSE remind me of certain times in my life," he says.
Steve also has a pierced ....tongue?
"lli<e the shock value," he says. "It's like a clocK
I cans~ out my tongue any time I want to, and it
shJuldn~getthe rea::ton it does, but it does. People
have a kind of standoffiSh rea::IOn to it"
Steve became an "attemative" when he was
much younger, first because of his being part of a
thrash band, and then beroming a skinhead while
v.crking in a factory.
''For me, it wasn't rebellon," he says. "tt was an
awakening, something to do. And a pad< of
•
skinheads are li<e a group of people hanging out
together. tt's like people who have something in
oom mon will hang out together, and others will label
them. tt's just a label, it's nothing.
''Peq:>lethalgotbooted inthe past (byskinheads)
may not ronsider it "nothing", but that happens
everywhere," he rontinues. "tt doesn' need to be
By Melanie McFarland
skinheads. tt rould be a pack of pcks, or a group of
Morgan Park Academy
lawyers drunk in a bar. People blame it on a
slbcutture."
Jessica WoH, 19, is frequently labeled as a punk
or a death rocker because of the wey she dresses
-she is clad in a black leather jad<et, a black hat
and black clothes, with her face powdered to a

Teen punks
use dress as
selfexpression

pallor. • I dress this way as a means d self
express0n," she safS. "I wear what I wear when I
want to wear it, unless it offends people that I care
about.
Alotdthesepeopleoownheremn'tchangefor
anyone. I
wear wha! I'm wearing now to my
grandmother's funeral.
''To tell you the truth." she rontinues, 'lhere isn'
really a punk scene or group oown here (on
Belmont)."
Sixteen-year-old Trocy Collins disagrees. In
fact, she romes down to Belmont all the way from

won'

WISCOnsinbecauseofthescene." lrebelled~ainst

my dad because d our situation at hJme," she

"Everyone today is like,
'peace, make love not
war.' What they don't
realize is the whole
world is a war. You
have to rebel..."
-Tracy, 16
safS. ''Now I live with my mom."
Tracy hangs around on weekends with her
friends Cliff Kelly, 16, and Pal Kelly, 19, with whom
shegoes to Medusa'sandtovarousroncerts in the
area "lli<ethefreedom here. Youcanjustletyour
hair oown and be yourseH."
Fifteen-year-old Charmaine Vr.~ar is attra::ted to
the attemalive lifestyle for just that rearon. "Nobody
judgesjustb;focevalue. You can befree-people
are more ao:::epting."
Accepting? Well, fort he most part Steve stopped
being a skinhead 'because I started being friends
with people I didn't know,· he says. "Peq:>le assumed that because I was a skinhead I had the
same views and opinons that they did. A lot of
people would awear out of nowhere and be li<e,
·yeah, I remember when" and they rouldn't have
even been there "when". People latch on...some
people have an entire entourage of people that
follow them around, and nobody knows who the
hell they are."
" I hate ~ when people start imitating me," says
Cliff. "I got these rombats, and at first people just
stared and stuff. About t'MJ weeks later, everyone
had them."
"It's really stupid," agrees Tracy. "It's like they
don't have a brain."

'Nhat makes the ·a~ernative" l~estyle ro altrootive? Maybe l would hep to go bad<. to hJw ~got
started.
In the late sixties and early seventies, a group
came on the scene 0, the name d the New York
Dolls. These androgenous long haJred men revamped songs from the '50s With a hard edge.
Thirty-one-year-old Vc was there when • all
started. "They really weren~ thai greal, but they
were exciting as hell."
The Dolls toured over in England, and hawened
upon a small shopcalled Sex.lhe owner, Malcolm
M:L.aren, heard The Dolls in concert and li<ed their
musicsowenthat he decided to form agroupof his
own. He asked a few regulars of his shop d they
wanted to be a part d hiS group, and they agreed.
M:L.aren's group was called the Sex PIStols.
"It's strange," says VIC. 'The Pistols were only
meant to be a vehide to sell Mclaren's clothes,
and romehow it just exploded."
The fallout of the expioson hit America's youth,
including a man called Jim Nash, who eventually
opened a punk store of his own in Chicago called
Wax Trax. The store became popular, and Nash
decided to expand to irclude a Wax Trax rerord
label. This venture also proved sLXX:eSSful. Todey,
Wax Trax, which started out With a grassroots
following, has a number of sl.JCC8SSful bands in its
ranks and in its history, including the hgh energy
Be9ian band Front 242.
''Musicisthe bottom line,"says Vc. "It's the thing
that excites the kids and draws them. But it's
changed. Most of the kids today idolize Morrissey
or Robert Sm~h."
And whal about Sid Vci>us, the Pistols' notorious bassist that is still cq:>earing on posters and
tees a decade after his demise? "I wish people
muld give ~up," sghs VIC. ''Sid's dead, and most
of the people that knew him thought he was an ass
anyway."
'One mrd sums up (the whole punk movement):boredom,"saysSteve. ''Pureandsimple.lt's
like, in the fifties, they were bored, and then along
came Elvis, and everybody was like, 'phewr The
punk movement was something decadent and
exciting, it was different
"It's kind of amazing that it's still going on... it's a
decade and a haH later," he rontinues. "~'s li<e
peq:>lefromtheseventies imitating people from the
frfties. ~·s getting old."
Willpunkeverfadeawey?"ldon,thinkso,"says
Tracy. ''There are too many problems. Everyone
today is like, 'pe<ee, make love not war'. Whatthey
don't realize is the whole world is a war. You have
to rebel."
"Besides," adds Cliff, "it's sex and roc:k 'n rollno drugs. It's the music. And it's too bg to stop."

lend for yourFree,
PASSPORT &TICKETS
to a Career you'll hue for a lifetime.
You'Uspend most of your life working
once you leave high school and coUege. Be
sure you love what you do for a living.
People in Travel/fourism Careers do!
They meet exciting new people and' go to
exotic places as part of their jobs.
They also work in a field that urgently
needs trained people to fill entry level
positions in travel agencies, airlines,
cruiseship companies and hotels. According
to the U.S. Department Of Labor; the travel

industry creates jobs twice as fast as the
overall economy.
But you need the right training to get
your start. The kind of training offered at
Robert Morris CoUege.
Find out all about Travel/fourism
Career opportunities by sending for "Your
PASSPORT to Career Opportunities in
Travel/fourism". It could be the beginning
of the most exciting trip of your life!
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Brenda Roberts

Travel Agent
CARlSON Travel Agency

'ibanlt.s to Robert Morris Co/Jege
I was trained in 40 weelt.s and
plllced In a great starting position. I
just toolt a free 'FAM' trip to a
resort in Arizona and will laJie
am>tber tojatnaica at /be first of
/be year!"
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We have a FREE Career Package for you! Fill out and return this form
for your PASSPORT and TICKETS!
•

"Your PASSPORT to Career Opportunities in the Travel/fourism Industry"
describes in detail over 20 Career Positions with their compensation, benefits,
and avenues of advancement. Learn why Travel/fourism is one of the few
professions that doesn't require a 4-Year Degree to rise to the top!

•

Your 2-Tickets.-entitle you and a friend to TOUR Robert Morris CoUege's
Training Facilities, at no obligation. You'U have a chance to talk wilh teachers
and students alike.
Name ------------------------------
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City - - - - - - Sute _ _ Zip-----Phone (
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Reginald Grigsby

Mall To: Mr. Mark Stafford
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Robert Morris College
180 N. LaSalle
Chiago, 1L 60601
Or Call: (312) 836-46o8 for your
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FREE Passport & Tickets.
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Sales Represenutive
AMTRAK
"The specific tr(ll)e/ computer
training I received at Robert Morris
Co/Jege aJiowed me to get a great
starting position. I love the people,
environment and great
starting salllry witb outstanding
ben.ifits!"
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The media continually reports on the numerous school problems in Chicago. Let's not lose sight of the fact there are some outstanding people and
programs in Chicago schools. We salute our schools for what they do "Best." Here's some good news!

WELLS ACADEMY
is in the process of being adopted by the Mordean Dancy Company as part of the AdoptA-School program . Students are also getting more involved in the visual arts by working
with professional artist Alejandro Romero on a Byzantine ceramic mural that will be
created at either end of the building. Senior Dolores Raya is a Golden Apple teaching
award recipient. The Academic Decathlon team were semi-finalists in the city competition, and this was the first year for a boy's volleyball team at the school. The school runs
programs for parents, on topics such as budgeting.
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MORGAN PARK HIGH SCHOOL
senior Peter Berghoff, 15, is a national merit finalist. Morgan Park is one of three schools
getting the Marsha Warfield award. The comedienne, a former Chicagoan, honored
Aaron Gabelnick as valedictorian, Jarrett Torrey as most improved student, Roderick
Lewis as all-around student, Tasha Gibson as best performer in drama and dance, and
Alfredo Contreras as best athlete. Honorees received $500 scholarships, a plaque, and a
luncheon with Marsha Warfield at the Ritz Carlton. Student Christian Coley won a gold
medal at the University of Illinois annual Russian Day in the oral Russian competition.

ROOSEVELT HIGH SCHOOL
became the city soccer champions, and Ameer Israel was named an all-city all-star
player. Student Caroline Mendoza began a horticulture club. Junaid Ahmed went to the
state science fair. Quach Tram, Thuyen Tham, Vu Hai, and Truing Liet are National
Honor Society members. Bincy Kadalimattam and Arif Bobat won $1,000 government
scholarships. Muhammed Ghanimah and Tim Davis were named all-north section all-star
basketball players. Juanita Harris won a Chicago Public League Coaches association
award, and Tracy Gonzalez and Ana Viliate won scholastic awards. Talonda Tillman won
the Chicago Public League Coaches Association's award for most valuable player from
Roosevelt.

SCHURZ HIGH SCHOOL's
~ttend~nce ~as improved during its first year of a closed campus. A standardized
curnculum ts being developed, and parents will receive a sy llabus for each of their child's
cla~ses so they can keep abreast of activities. Student Cynthia Ortiz has won a scholarship from the DePaul University School of Music, a scholarship for an all-expense paid
one-week summer camp at Wesleyan, and a $200 ROTC scho larship from the Kiwanis
Club of Portage Par~. Aydee Sosa and Claudia Munoz also won Portage· Park scholarships. Debra Franklin was the recipient of the Lillian Glover PTA scholarship, given to
one outstanding student in the district. The school's ROTC drum and bugle corps
received a rating of superior in a Chicago-based, 16-school competition.

Cambodian

SENN HIGH SCHOOL
teacher Chester Tylinski received the Blum-Kovler teacher award. Junior Jeanette Binfa
received a scholarship from the American Field Services Program to spend six to eight
weeks this summer in a foreign country, where she will live with a host family and attend
school. Clifford Thebaud was offered numerous scholarships and will attend the University of Chicago. On the biannual "Pride Day 11" students cleaned up their school and
painted. Fifty-seven countries are represented in Senn's student body, and International
Day celebrated that diversity.

RICHARDS VOCATIONAL
congratulates its Gospel chorus for instilling values in the student body. Richards'
freshmen have competed in the "I Have A Thing For Reading" program where each
freshman reads a book a month and competes for prizes. Student Marisol Legis was
awarded a Roosevelt University scholarship for $1,500. Pamela Tramble has qualified
for state in the 300-meter hurdles, the 100-meter dash and the long jump. Latasha Curtis
has qualified for state in the shot-put and discus.

Vietnamese
Fifty-seven countries are represented in Senn's student body, and International Day
celebrated that diversity.

HIRSCH HIGH SCHOOL
is the only high school in Chicago and one of three in the United States piloting a
magazine-style yearbook which is being issues in five installments to be placed in a
hard-cover slipcase. This model for yearbooks of the future will be shown in schools
around the country. Senior Melvin Mullins received a $500 scholarship for the Mu Mu
Lambda chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. He will be attending Howard University in
the fall. A video produced by engineer Sam Lindley, expressing his viewpoint on Hirsch's
Local School ouncil and its principal selection process, was selected by WTTW-Channel
11 as one of the best for its Special Schools program.

MATHER HIGH SCHOOL
student Eujin Yoon won first place in algebra at an April 6 math contest sponsored by the
Illinois Institute of Technology. Christof'her Green won first place at the Museum of
Science and Industry's April science symposium for his paper on the fruit fly. The
school's Concert Orchestra won its tenth consecutive superior rating at the citywide band
and orchestra contest in April at Schurz High School. Senior Alison Lev won the LernerPulitzer Newspaper Valerie Long Scholarship.

WESTINGHOUSE VOCATIONAL

NEAR NORTH HIGH SCHOOL

senior Jackee Andrews has been awarded a $1,000 college scholarship from Jewel
Food Stores. Andrews is a service clerk at one of the stores. The class valedictorian,
National Honor Society member and co-captain of the cheerleading and pom-pon squad,
Andrews will attend Northern Illinois Unive rsity, where she will major in business. She
was one of 20 winners. Several hundred students applied for the scholarship.

congratulates the winners of the English Club's 1991 Poetry Contest. The winner for the
1994 class is Sabrina Popp of Division 402 for her poem, "Abandoned." The 1993 class
winner is Alma Sanchez of Division 316 for her poem, "Rainy Days." The 1992 class
winner is Lolita Davis of Division 205 for her poem, "Emotions." The 1991 class winner is
Norm Davis of Division 11 0 for his poem, "Endless Love." The overall winner of the
contest is Elijah Conn of Division 118 for his poem, "Ode to Society."
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In the mid-40's, Advanced B1omechanical
lndustnes engineered a symbiotic v1rus that
a number of helpful uses.The ·symbiont•
prevent fighter pilots from blacking out
high- gee pressure, and also reduce the
of suffocation for anyone working 1n
oxygen- deficient environments like underwa-

~,.....7~.......,.""'7~:;;:m·.;,:
.,,.;,:.~m;':'TI:;::T'~if,:''""""!'":"::;;::;"~iij;>;xiier and outer space.

An earlier stra1n of the symbiont was
somehow taken out of A B I 's top-secunty
labs. Th1s proto-stram caused aberrant
behavior 1n otherwise ·normal" people. Worse.
11 was h1ghly addictrve and caused an 1ntense
drug-like high for a short duration of lime
Mike Lawron, star pup1l of A B. I 's La nco lot
Project, became one of a grow1ng number of

symb1ont addicts Once rospcctod by h1s
peers and authonty ahke. he suddenly became
loathsome and obnox1ous He considered 1t
a frur trade for the he1ghtened senses that the
drugs brought h1m. What he didn't expect was
the unusualms1ght that the symb1onts prov1ded
h1m
The year 1s 2050

brought to you by
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A large cache of weapons was confiscated in
a police raid on the hideout of a suspected
weapons smuggling ring. The smugglers escaped. but left behind what the police called
"an impressive array of big bombs and stuff
like that."
When asked if there was any connection between the smuggling ring and the recovered
mech.suit, police declined comment.

An experimental prototype mech.suit
was found abandoned on the comer of
Dearborn and Lake late last rught
The suit of mecharucal annor was
mysteriously decapitated, and no sign
of the pilot could be found. Police are
still looking for clues ...

The stuffthat I taped is FANTASTIC,
even though practicall y half of it is
audio-only. I'd probably win a
Pulitzer... if I turned in the disc, that
is. Perii told me that the footage not
only incriminated the bad guys, but
us as weU. Still, I couldn't bring myself to erase it, like she suggested.
Maybe I'U edit it into a music video...

Illinois lawmakers passed a
bill to start production on
A.B.!. 's ex peri mental
mechsuit. The proposal
encourages technologtcal
developments for colorual
and, hotly debated,
military use ..
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Brand
Nubian

Rap that's
"freestyling hardcore"
A profile of the LIFE Tribe

-One For All
(Eiektra) ••••

To tell the truth, I had not been
listening to rap in the past couple of
months. I rarely heard someth ing
that was both innovative and creative; rap music seemed to lack the
fresh talent that has kept it going for
more than 15 years.
Rap clones were running rarnpant. from New York to Miam i to
Los Angeles! Sure, rap artists were
topping both the R&B and pop
charts, it was becoming too commercialized. It seemed like anybody with a couple of catchy
rhymes, a few funky JB's samples
and hard bass lines, and a big
posse to back them up could make
a record and video and call themselves rappers. But then came
Brand Nubian.
One For All by Brand Nubian
definitely brought me back to the
hip-hop scene. Grand Puba Maxwell and Derrick X are probably
some of the best New-School rappers today. W ith their ragamuffin/
dancehall style, the lyrics flow
smoothly as they bring the rhymes
together along with fresh new
samples and rumbling drumtracks,
forming a powerful combination that
will definitely move your butt and
motivate your mind. Afrocentric
and eccentric, Brand Nubian is
one of the best of the New-School
groups, and w ill soon join the ranks
of Public Enemy and Boog ie Down
Productions.
I thoug ht One For All was an
excellent album and definitely worth
whatever it costs. Hitting us hard
from the beginning with "All For
One" and all the we..,- !c "Ded icatio n" at t he end, Brand Nubian
demonstrates that innovative a nd
creative style all rap artists should
possess. "Wake Up" (both mixes of
it) is possibly the best cut, but the
other songs are not far behind.
"All For O ne" sets t he tone for
the album. Derrick X gets busy in
"Concerto in X Mino r," the Grand
Puba rocks the mik e w ith "Ragtime/To the Right" and "Drop the
Bomb," and L.G. gets stupid w ;th
"Dance to My Ministry." But, this is
only the first side!
Brand Nubian starts out strong
once again with "Step to the Rear,"
and then sends out a message to
all the fema les in "Slow Down/Try
to do Me." Then, they ask "W ho
Can Get Busy Like This Man ... ,"
and Positive K makes an appearance on "Grand Puba, Positive,
and L.G." The second "Wake Up"
mix is worth checking o ut, and then
Brand Nubian rounds out the jam
session with a "Dedication" to all
the rappers that laid the fo undation
for them.
If you're tired of that same old
rap, and are sick of all the clone
rappers on the charts today, I
definitely suggest that you check
out Brand Nubian and One For All.
They dropped the bomb on all the
sucker ducks and brought back pure
hip-hop at its finest. Believe dat !

m
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By Andres Hernandez
St. Ignatius
Look out New York and Los Angeles! Chicago is now on the hip-hop
scene! And I'm not talking about that
Fast Eddie hip-house stuff anymorewe've got hard core, old school rappersknocking the East and West Coast
straight out da box! Believe dat, boy!
Wrth such local stars as Unit Ill, 4
P.M. (4 Pale Males), Prince Akeem,
King James, and M.O.B. (Mu~itude of
Brothers), Chicago is becoming the
place for some of the hottest and
freshest rap in the country! Leading
the way for this new rap wave is LIFE
(Living in Full Effect) Tribe, with rapper
King Soul and OJ SW.
Mount Carmel High School seniors
Johnny Hampton and Spencer Williams (better known as the powerpacked rap duo King Soul and SW)
are proving there are some serious
rappers in Chi-Town. Johnny's beP.n
ra;:>Ping since ffi>out the sixth grade,
and Spencer's been spinning for about
Sbven years. I iley teamed up a few

In New.:Ji~:pi~i'~•s May
article, "Has high
1991 sports
_.._...-:...,..;·,<:-:·.·.·.··x·:·.·...
school S'ppp~,~-C()me too
serious?" Bob Kodura
reportelftfia fforiher Simeon
High &;~,.2!?,,~,~~'~'~-~tball player
Dion Thomas was· benched as
a result ;Of Proposition 48.
This w~s-·:rmlstatfe. Although
it was highi.Y. p~P.licized that
he was, l)f()h'.Thomas was not
kept fro!!l playing college
basetbaift>U.use:of low
grades Q_r..test scores. Other
news sotr~es
apologized
we, too,
for their,error,
~/
..,.... and
~
apologirefm--any·-lnconvience
this mistake may_)lave caused.

years ago with a couple friends, formed Farrakhan. "lt(lslam) is a religion for
the LIFE Tribe, and perform at parties the true black man and teaches blacks
across the city.
not to degrade women, and to respect
Johnny considers himse~ a ''poet black people, while also saying that
who kicks rhymes about society" and the black man should protect himse~ ,"
desc-ribes his style as "hard core and Johnny said.
Johnny said "rappers such as Ice
laid back, but full of positive messages
such c.s 'sa1 ~to drugs and gangs', Cube and Eazy-E are speaking from
and 'be yourse~.'" He chose to be a the heart about what they see going
hardcore rapper "because I would on around them, but some of their
neverselloutto hipactions and
house since it resongs make
ally doesn't say
rappers look
bad in general."
anything," unlike
Johnny considhis positive, rhythershimse~tobe
mic lyrics.
a positive role
Both Spencer
model. "I'm a
and Johnny are in-Johnny Hampton leader, who
fluenced by such
goes to school,
positive rappers as
Chuck D, KRS-ONE, Rakim, and lc&- and stays off of the drugs."
He also said the white media is
T, and also by the late Muslim leaders
Elijah Muhammad and Mak::olm X. trying to stop rap music. "But it is
Both are followers of the Nation of naturalforthem notto like rap because
Islam and its dynamic leader Louis they really don't understand it. Rap

"Hip-hop and house
music are out , but
rap is getting stronger
in Chicago"

"THE BEST MOVIE OF THE SUMMER!"
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music is now a way to teach and
educate people, and because of the
messages in rap today black people
are coming together."
Of rap superstars M.C. Hammer
and Vanilla k::e, Johnny says, "Hammer is an entertainer, but I don't care
for Ice, and I took offense to his saying
'Word to your mother!'"
Johnny says, ''Hip-house and house
music are out, but rap is getting stronger in Chicago because the people
are beginning to support it more."
And on that note, LIFE Tribe's first
singles will be released sometime this
summer, so watch out for them!
Johnny's rap acapella ,live at house
parties definitely can bring the house
down! Believe me, LIFE Tribe, with
King Soul and SW, is one of the best
hardcore rap groups coming out of
Chi-Town! Chicago's hittin' hard with
its fresh new talent! Chicago's
freestylin' hardcore!
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Midwest Committee
for
Military Counseling
Non-profit, Non-gov't.

Free
Pregnancy
Testing
Immediate
Results

Write a Play?
Act in a Play?

• Test results while you wait
•All services confi-dential
eConuenient appointments
e 24 hour lwtline

Act it Out?

Convenient Locations

Record on Video
and Sell it?

Crisis Pregnancy Center
~~Nm~~tWtt.mttm~=*Wl~®
Loop

If So Call:

263-1576
104 S. Michigan
(at MIChigan & Monroe)

288-1981
''-----------------/

North

436-6111

STARTS FRIDAY, JUNE 7th AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU!

34 25 W . Peterson
suite No. 104
(Pelefson West of Kimball)
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Introducing
The University
Of Opportunity.
TJ1 June. National College of Education became Nat!onalJ. Louts University.

And with that step up In status. we've taken a btg step
to expand our commitment to serve all of the people in the
Chicago area.
You can see it In the unique programs and services
offered at our Chicago campus. Including a special
academic assistance program designed especially for
urban students. Professionally-oriented degree programs
in business, accounting. computers, human services and
education. And a financial aid policy that allows many
students to pay little or no tuition.
Because let's face it. Nothing opens the door to
opportunity like a college education.
At National Louis University, that's an opportunity we
think everyone deserves.
:ro find out more about the Chicago campus of NationalLouis University, call (312) 621-9650.

NlU

National-Louts University
18 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago. IL 60603

EVANSTON · LOMBARD · CHICAGO · ELGIN
Excelling as National College of Education since 1886.

HUJ.TH PIOFISSIOIIS:
A CAIIfBI WITH A M'UIIf
Did you know that the heolth core industry is one of
the best ploatS to find employment and by the year
2000, experts predict there will be as much as an
87% increase in demand for heolth professionals?
You can have a rewarding career as a nurse, .physical
therapist, x-roy tech, lab tech, pharmacist to name a
few of the many exciting careers in health care. Consider a rewarding career that offers excellent starting
salaries, good benefits, flexible hours, job security,
advancement and a work place of your choice. For
information on how to become a health care professional, fill out the coupon below and mail to the
Health Careers Department at the Metropolitan
Chicago Healthcare Council, 222 South Riverside Plata, Chicago, Illinois 60606 or call
(312) 906-6021. It's your monee for a career
with a future.
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Unit Ill:
"Three Guys with A
Voice Making Noise"
By Clarence Lang
St. Ignatius

Sounds of sirens, Unit Ill's on an outrage. Every
single day, a new war hits the front page. Drug
addiction, malnutrition, murderers caught, but there's
still no conviction. ..
Of all the criticisms about rap music, the most
common one by far is that it has nothing important to
say. What little there is being said, many believe, is not
in any way positive. Right?
Wrong. Anyone harboring this view of all rap artists
need only take a look at the local music scene to see
an example of a rap band with a positive message.
Unit Ill, a Chicago-bred rap band, is such an example.
This band shatters all rap stereotypes. The members are not all black, as one would believe. They
come from every shade of the rainbow. The three
members are African-American, white, and Puerto
Rican, respectively. The OJ, who was absent at the
interview, is Native American. All of them are 18 years
old.
Their rhymes also reject stereotyping. In January,
they released their first record, "What Are We Fighting
4?", which was produced by house-music OJ Farley
"Jackmaster" Funk and features Buddy Miles. Available at Rose Records and other music shops, th is
record can also be purchased through MS Distributors
(look into it at your local record store).
A desperate plea for an end to warring , and a call for
radical social change and unity (thus the name), this
song features subject matter soma hip-hop detractors
would not expect from rap music.
Jaerock, the white member of the band, who attended
Prosser Vocational High, said of their music: "We
basically rap about Hispanic-on-Hispanic, black-onblack, and white-on-white crime. We rap about all the
problems we have, individually and together."
"Our influences go back to a lot of artists like Smokey
Robinson," said Apache, the African-American member, who attended Foreman High. "We listen to the
Last Poets, [Eric B. and] Rakim, Depeche Mode, lots
of stuff."
"Those influences definitely come through in our
music," said S. Kae, the Puerto Rican member, a
student at Mather High. "We're on the cutting edge."
About the Chicago rap scene, which is not as nurturing and high-profiled as the New York and LA
scenes, Jaerock said, "The hip-hop scene in Chicago
is very unorganized. The guys who are good here, like
Prince Akim, we're down with, but the competition is
none here."
"People may wonder why we choose to do rap, when
there is no 'scene' here," S. Kae said, "but it's simple:
It's the style of the 90's. It's everything in our lives."
"We've thought about moving to the East Coast or
someplace else," Jaerock said, "but Chicago has a lot
of good talent, and we should stand up on our own."
"I don't want to be a sell-out," S. Kae said adamantly.

"I'm from Chicago. And if I'm going to be down with
something, I'd rather make it expand here where I am.
I don't want to go to New York to get clout, and then
come back and say that's where I'm from, when I'm
really from Chicago. I don't want to make my name
really big because I'm a cop-out."
Unit Ill has received airplay on WBEZ and WGCI.
They do shows at least twice a week mostly at local
clubs like the Riviera and Alcatraz, in addition to high
schools, where they perform for free.
"You have to see it," Jaerock said about their live
shows. "It's an experience."
"It's fun ," S. Kae said. "People who don't even like
rap come up to us and say, 'You're the first rap group
I really dig, and I hate rap'.
"We have a following, too. We have brothers
coming up to us, shaking our hands and asking form
autographs. It feels really good. That's weird !"
About making connections and getting started on
the local rap scene, Jaerock had this advice: "Before
you even get a manager, buy you rself a copy of
Source Magazine. Study up on what's going down in
hip-hop, different trends. Get together and start
finding out where the [recording] studios are in the city,
and call the numbers and get the breakdown on price
ranges.
"Then you pick a studio and start making your stuff.
At the bak of that same magazine they have a list of
disk makers, where you can send money to have a
record pressed for you. Then you can send out and
get managers. You can get anything with a Source."
About their future as a Chicago rap band, Apache
says, "We don't dig deep into the future . We try to take
it as it comes. But we'll definitely be at this for as long
as we can."
"I used to be a gang banger," S. Kae added. "When
my friend died, I started to open my eyes. When we
all met in this group, I wasn't really serious about this,
but I started thinking, 'It's either this [the band) or that
[gangs)'. I'm glad it worked out for the better."
He laughed. "Now I want to go to the Grammys!"
"I believe we were put together by destiny or God 's
will," Jaerock said, disagreeing with some detractors
who may say that the band 's "colorfulness" is nothing
more than a gimmick for making money. "Once
people see how we get along, they see that this is
genuine. This ain't no hype!"
Perhaps Apache summed up Unit Ill's philosophy
adequately when he said, "It 's in peace that you will
find harmony. Just give it a chance. You never know
who your brother is unless you sit down and talk with
him. That's what we're all about."
Whites, Africans, united with Puerto Ricans. A right
to live, notjudged by your color. To walk hand in hand,
like sisters and brothers . .
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Hip-hop has been good to LL.
His success has transcended all
forms of pop music. He wears it
well. Unlike many artists who sit
back and get fat once they've
"made it,"
LL Cool J
just gets
more
ferocious
and vicious
with each
successive
album. His
teeth are as
sharp now
as they
were several years ago when he
burst into the rap arena at the
age of sixteen. Now, at the ripe
old age of 22, the Ripper is back
in top form with this, his fourth
album.
Mama Said Knock You Out is
by far the best album LL·Cool J
has made, even betier than
1987's Bigger and Defter, his
breakth rough effort. The first cut
is "The Boomin' System," a dope
rhyme about the joys of cranking
up that car stereo. A good street
song. In "Mr. Good Bar" and
"Around the Way Girl," we find LL

on the prowl for unsuspecting
young ladies.
"Cheesy Rat Blues" is one the
best songs on the first side, with
crazy rhymes that will make you
laugh and bob
your head to
the beat at the
same time. On
tracks like
"Murdergram'
and the title
cut, "Mam a
Said Knock
You Out", we
hear LL Cool J
at his most
competitive and d ramatic, doing
to all his opponents verbally what
Mike Tyson does physically. "To
da Break of Dawn," one of the
best songs overall, is a good
party anthem with sharp
instrumentals.
This album is definitely worth
the money. The bass lines are
deep and rumbling, the drums hit
hard, the instrumentals are cool
and the rhymes are nimble and '
clever, at times displaying LL's
sly sense of humor. If you're LL
Cool J, fame doesn't mean losing
your edge. It only means
sharpening it until it splits hairs.

Gang
Starr
-Step in the Arena
(Chrysalis) •• 1/2

By Clarence Lang

"If you're LL
Cool J, fame
doesn't mean
losing your edge."

LL Cool J
-Mama Said Knock
You Out
(Def Jam/Columbia) •••••

By Clarence Lang
St. Ignatius

Hot fun in the summer time -music, food, and cultural events
June 8.
Puerto Rican Day Parade. Michigan
Avenue, between Wacker Drive and Van
Buren Street. (312) 292-1414.

June 20-21.
Celebrate on Stat e St reet. State Street
between Lake Street and Jackson
Boulevard . (31 2) 782-9160.

June 8-9.
Wells Street Arts and Folk Music Festival.
Wells Street between North Avenue and
Goethe Street. (312) 951 -61 06.

J uly 3.
Independence Day concert and fireworks.
Petrillo Music Shell.

J

June 8-9.
Chicago Gospel Festival. Petrillo Music
Shell, Grant Park. (312) 744-3315.

July 12.
Taste of River North. Illinois Street
between Wells and Franklin Streets. (312)
645-1047.

J une 14.
Philippine Independence Parade.Dearborn
Street between Wacker Drive and Van
Buren. (312) 342-0059.

J uly 20-21.
Sheffield Gard en Walk and Festival.
Sheffield Avenue at Webster Avenue and
surrounding areas. (312) 929-WALK.

June 14-16.
Chicago Blues Festival. Petrillo Music
Shell, Grant Park.

July 27-28.
Taste of Lincoln Avenue. Along Lincoln
Avenue, between Fullerton and
Wrightwood. (31 2) 472-9046.

June 14-16.
A Touch of Italy Festival. Taylor Street
betwee n Morgan and Halsted Streets.
(312) 243-2555.

J uly 28.
Chinatown Summer Fair. Cermak Road
and Wentworth Avenue. (312) 225-0303.

June I S.
Prairi e Avenue Festival. Prairie Avenue
Historic District, 1800 S. Prairie Ave., (312)
326-1393.

Aug. 2-4.
Oz Park Festival. Webster Avenue
between Larrabee Street and Lincoln
Avenue. (312) 880-5200.

June 15-16.
Andersonville Swedish Midsommarf est.
Clark Street between Foster and Catalpa
Avenues. (312) 728-2995.

Aug. 29 - Sept 1.
Chicago J azz Festival. Petrillo Music Shell.
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Sept. 7-8
Viva Chicago ! Latin Music Festival. Petrillo
Music Shell.

St. Ignatius

l''

"Step in the arena," says the
Guru, leader of the rap duo Gang
Starr, inviting all challengers on
the title cut. With that, the album
gets off to a cool start.
Gang Starr had been on the rap
scene since 1989, but they got
their big break when they contributed a song, "Jazz Thing", to the
soundtrack of Spike Lee's "Mo'
Better Blues". Now, with their
follow-up album , Step in the
Arena, this New York rap band
again showcases its rhythmheavy, jazz-influenced brand of
hip-hop.
This is rap at its most mellow.
Most of the cuts are slow-tempo,
soothing, while a few are midtempo. This is strictly easy
listening. The title cut is the only
song on the entire album that
slams hard enough to be played at
the full 10 db on your stereo.
There is a lot of material here,
too, some pretty fair, others really
good. Other good songs include
"Check the Technique", "Who's
Gonna Take the Weight", and
"Love Sick". The subject matter
treads familiar ground, and the
rhymes are not all that memorable,
but the jazzy instrumentals carry
this album through to the end.

What makes a good school paper? Different people will have different ideas. But one
thing can't be argued- and that's the need for good writing. Here are two examples of
the great stories our school reporters have to offer.

WAR, DRUGS,
and

ROCK 'N' ROLL
No subject sacred with radio host Ed Tyll
By Alison Lev
Mather

MEDUSA'S
3257 NORTH SHEFFIELD

I CHICAGO (ONE

Clad in a black leather jacket, a
black button-down shirt and baggy
black jeans, EdTyll buzzed around
the microphone of the WLUP
broadcasting studio like a bumble
bee nipping at the bud of a flower.
His prose, however, is far from
flowery.
On this night, Tyll is directing his
anger at surgeons and physicians,
who he feels are overpaid. He
points to the triple-figure salaries of
doctors, then to the many poor who
are turned away from hospitals
because they don't have insurance.
He says doctors should be more
like public servants. And he lets
everyone who calls in to his radio
show know it.
While he said he is not quite ·~he
best talk show host God ever invented" yet, Ed Tyll has become a
major voice on the late-night radio
scene in Chicago, the third-largest
market in the country.
From 9:30p.m. to 1 in the morning
Monday through Friday, and 2 p.m.
to 6 on Sundays on WLUP AM1000, the former law student talks
about anything and everything from
the Gulf Crisis to local rock bands.
But Ed Tyll doesn't just talk. He
rants. He educates. He screams.
He enlightens. He chastises. He
sympathizes.
He is, for three and a half hours
a day, a fiery whirlwind of passion,
energy and controversy. He is an
outspoken defender of minorities,
a steadfast backer of the Constitution, <!nd a guy who won't take any
"crap" from anyone.
That attitude, however, has not
always translated into success.
Since he left law school at the University of Miami in Florida, Tyll has

worked for 12 radio stations in 10
years, a genuine radio nomad.
"I'm a pretty controversial personality," Tyll said, "so that a lot of
times stations would hire me, wanting to increase their ratings, and
then after I would ... they would get
upset with me for the way that I
increased their ratings. It was very
difficult for me to understand what
they really wanted: Did they really
want listeners or did they really
want me to be the way they wanted
me to be? So I just co"ntinued to be
the way I was.
"That's what I do- I build audiences. I get people together.
Sometimes people accepted me
more and other people rejected
me."
At WLUP (so far anyway), Tyll
seems to have found a home.
The Loop is the best station that
I've ever worked for," said Tyll, 35,
who joined WLUP in January 1990.
"This is a station that believes in me
and what I do, how I do it, accepts
me for who I am."
On a show like Tyll's - which
thrives on rapid-fire exchanges and
heated discussion- a wide range
of knowledge and a variety of interests are essential.
"I watch the news every day for
hours and hours," Tyll said. "Over
time you learn a little by absorption,
by osmosis. Then you have a
working knowledge, so you at least
know what questions to ask. You
have some idea.
"Ask questions. Don't accept
anything. Ask, '"Why?' Why do I do
this? Why do I go here? Why?' Just
keep asking questions."
In spite of his sometimes harsh
on-air persona, Tyll shows a softer

side when compassion is called
for. He acquired that value system
"as an only child in a pretty oldfashioned household.
"The values that I talk about on
the air or the criteria that I use for a
topic are based on my own personal
values, the way I was raised," said
Tyll, who grew up in the Bronx, N.Y.
"I think your parents give you a lot
of that, but as you get older, you
start seeing things in l~e that are
really major or intense or big
problems... then (you) start applying
what they told you and coming up
with answers.
'' i think that's what I do. I think
that I apply the basics that I learned
as a kid and thne try to combine
that with the current, what's going
on right now. And this is what you
get."
What you get is an issue-oriented
show where people have the
chance to speak their minds. Which
is exactly the reason Tyll dumped
his law books and picked up a
mike.
"I was working at this law firm
every day, just going to work, and I
hated it,"Tyll recalled. "I heard Larry
King's talk show and I was like,
'This is it. I want his job.' So I went
to a local station and I said, 'Look,
I'm going to be the best talk show
host God ever invented. So you
better hire me now while you can
still afford me,' Ha ha ha, they
laughed. It's kind of ironic because
they couldn't...
"Bottom line is I wanted to be in
the business and I hated law. I
found an opportunity for self-expression. I wanted desperately to
express myself."

BLOCI'l NORTH OF BELMONT "I.:') I 3 1 2 . 9 3 5. 3 8 3 5

W • D N • S DAY S 10PM-2AM I 17 & OVER (IDs)

P Rl DAY a 9PM-2AM I 1'1 .& OVER (IDs)

SATURDAYS

ALL AGES DANCE ?PM~ 10:30PM I

A tongue-in-cheek look
at the cinema
By Michael Sachs
Von Steuben

LATE NIGHT 11PM~3M 17 & OVER (IDs) CALL F 0 R

INFORMATION ONA WEEKLYBOCKROOMAND

VIDEO BOOM ENTERTAINMENT.

8 0 0 KING

F0 R

I N F 0 R MAT I 0 N ,

BA N D

PLEASE CALL

LOBBIOBMI1\EAT935.3635. FOR ART GALLERY
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0 K 1 N G s, PLEASE CALL JENNIFER AT 935.3635

Here are the top movies coming out on videotape in the
next few weeks.
UGLY WOMAN - Kathy Bates and Rick Moran is star in
this entrancing and romantic 1990 hit about two people
from d~erent mestyles meeting and falling in love. Bates
plays a placid garbagewoman who has a secret desire to
sing on Broadway. Moranis happens to be the janitor at
her building. The rest is movie magic. Bates deserves an
Oscar for her role as Sweetheart of the year. Rated PG
ADOLESCENT DERANGED NITJITSU SNAILSThose darn snails are at again. The snails, turned from tiny
rodents to life-like size must stop the evil machinations of
the horrible dresser, Plaid-Man! Forthose of you who don't
know America's heroes by now, the names of the snails
Bush, Napoleon, Ghenghis and Bush, named after senserving ruthless dictators bent on conquering the world.
Their master, Cold Sore, taught them the ways of nitjitsu
in order that they might protect the world from evil.
Sometimes good, sometimes evil. Rated WEIRD.
PAIN, RAPE, DEATH, SUFFERING, AND GORE- A
CUP OFF TODAY'S HEADLINES- Why? Why? Why?
That is what people are asking after seeing this picture.
Why did they go to see it? The clever producers put
together a series of news stories from CBS, NBC, WGN,
and of course,CNN, so that America could see what the
news really is. Tom Brokaw plays the calm news anchor
who gives America the chilling news as it happens.
Barbara Walters indudes her in-depth interviews with

Khaddafi, and Noriega, and Dan Rather adds his rather
interesting commentary. For a true gross out, this one is a
must- see. Rated XXXXXXXXXXX
DIE HARD V: DIE HARDER THAN HARDEST- Once
again, the savvy, street-smart, and smart LA cop John
McClaine must battle terrorists who have taken a group of
people hostage. This time, the movie is shot on the moon
as McClaine goes to the moon to a dinner party to visit his
wife, only to to discover that Martian criminals have broken
out of prison and are demanding the complete set of MilliVanilli albums, Night of the Living Dead pictures and an
amusement park for the kiddies. McClaine escapes and
starts his own one-man war with the aliens. The serial has
growwn tired by now. I mean, we can only have Willis kill so
many people before we want to kill him instead. Ihope they'll
end the series here.
STAR TREK VI- IT WAS ALL A DREAM- In thts
summer hit, James T. Kirk, captain of the USS Enterprise,
wakes up from his fever induced dream to discover that the
five year mission, the movies and the cartoon never happened and that he has been in a coma for eight years. Kirk,
played by Michael J. Fox, now boards the Enterprise on his
first mission, an attempt to boldly go where no man has gone
before. Now, you would think that rt no man had gone there
before, rt's probably a pretty crummy, dangerous place and
there's no reason to go anyway. Rated PG.
That's it for the summer. And now, I bid you adieu!
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By Shollo Colomba
Lincoln Park H. S.
M.1y Ynu, n 'iOnior <~II incoln Park
lligh, is tho f.o uor Jnd co cnpt. tn
of tho volloyballtoam, which
rocontly took 'locond pl.1co 1n tho
ctty ch.lmpion•,htps. M.ly IS nl•;o

a n outside hitter for a club toam
that plays against othor such
teams in tho area. She Is ranked
among tho bost outside hitters
and top 50 playors In
Chlcagoland. Hor namo is often
monuoned in tho pngos of tho
Chicago Trrbuno's Preps Plus
and tho Ch1cago Sun Timos'
..ports soctions.
Mt~y is an A studont, ranked 13th
in hor class in tho academically
rrgorous Intern ational Baccnlauro
oto program. Already. top notch
school9 such os Ohio, Iowa, and
Duko University oro koeping their
oyoo on hor.
Muy pans on continuing to ploy
volloyboll, but not profossionolly.
Sho wo uld liko to devote hor limo
to purouing o caroor in th o f1oldof
btology or oducation.

Wear
Number
We feature America's most popular
class rings from Jostens, the
number one class ring
co mpany. Stop in and see
all the reasons Jostens class
rings are # 1.

Jostens.

1\merica's class ring.
JoKtcn'11
55 ~~- Wn11hingt.on St. Suite 220A
Chicogo, JL 60602
l>h . (:ll2) 2G:J-:l402
JoRtt:n 'H north
li4:l:l W. Addi11on
Ph . (:112) 794 -9500

go
a
Gy
f r he gold a
w itney Yo g
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Part~ time

Job at
$150.00 per Nourr!
Photo by Najla Zarlf

By Nnjlo Zorll
Whltnoy Young H. S.

So.1nngono m1nutu Pmfnctly •,1111
tho noxt I rom Oh10 and ll.lw<lll,
Tux.,.,, C.lllfor nw, .1nd boyond,
•.cor •, of 10 to 14 yo.u o ld q~rlo;
<:tnvod for <:uch pnrftx lion In mo
lion nt ,, nalion.li gymn.~~.ttc '• moot
,,, Whttnny Young lligh School M.1y
;:>!)
Morn than 100 g1rl'i from 1ght
U S rogton•. compotod 1n I ho
Un1tod
St,lln~.
Gymn.t<: tl c.<;
I odor .ltlon'•, N.111on.11 Ch.1mp1on
•.hlp!. tor Juntor Cui!,, ho•.tod by tho
ChiColgo Park Dt:Jtnc.t
Conto•,tant·• compot d In tho
vt~ult , unnvon bar ., b.11nnco
bOollll, olnd floOr OXOICISOS
Ovor tho p.1st tow y nrs, Rog1on
!> (llhnot•., lnd~ttn.l , Knntucky, Oh10,
Mtch1qnn) h,lo; h.td th mo!.t w1n
noro; 111 tot<~l cornp ltl1on
Ch.lmp1onsh1p con tn<:tanb bo
g.u1 thou c.u ors by comp 11119 1n
c1ty mooL., thnn go111g on to qnto
chnrnplon!.hlp!, Allor <,t,lto como
tho rug1on,11 compot1tions, whoro
thO WIMOI'l JOin thO rog iOn.:ll l O<lm
nnd compnto 1n tho notional•
Of tho four oxorCI!iO-., tho floor
OXOrCISOS ro porh p• tho mo I
gr.tcoful lhogymno.1Sth o!. tomoko
SlHOlhoro 1 orornbln tlonot nero
bntlc movos and d nco phases in
hor rout1no Tho routln h s to bo
1 rn1nuto nd t n oconds to ono
1nd ono huH minut long, and th o
gyrnnn•.t hns to nMko suro sho
covor , tho who It~ floo1, which m n
•,uro<; 1::>motor'! on ono s1do Th1s
Is tho only ox or IS thnlls porformod

1n limo to music. Kassidy llam11ton
of i11chardson, T xas, swopt hon
or!. wrth hor fll'>l place w1n
Tho vilult oxurcisn has to bo tho
'>horto•.t uxorc1~o. but it Plso com
milnds tho gymn,lst to U!>O oxoct
1udgomont ,1nd '.l hoor onergy wtthrn
tho !:.p\ICO of n split socond Tho
gyrnn,,•.t racos towards tho vault nt
top <>pood ond usos porfect t1m1ng,
ilgllity and ktnosthotic awmonoss
to m,lko "' porfoct Vilult lland
sp11ngs, saltos forwnrd . saltos
b,tckwurd, nnd roundoff ontry nre
tho four kinds of vnults. lloothor
Bnnk of I incoln, Nob , won f11st
ploco
1ho b.llunco boom soomc to be
tho hardost routine in tho evant
bocnus 11 roqu1ros o vory koon
>onso of balnnco nnd IS porformod
on
vory rostrictod oroa ( 16'4"
long. 4" wtdo , 3'11 • h1gh) Tho limo
for tho bnl<lnco b am Is tho some
,,s tho umo for the floor ox rc1s s.
Tho routlno must have on inner
rhythm and it should Include turns,
I Jps. jumps. donee movomonts,
fl oxibllitlos nnd supreme bolonco.
Lon on Von Hoey of Kendallville ,
lnd , won first ploce.
Tho unevon bors combine nil
thro exercises. It takas grace,
strength, rhythm , and og1lity. Both
bars must be usod equally. Tho
judgos look mora to form and gr co
rnthor thnn how many differont
typos of monkey flips the gymnast
con do. Missy Grupe, of Portage,
Mlch , pull d In first plnco honors.

Modeling agencies arc looking for a new talent
for catalog and fashion maodcling in Chicago.
Ir you arc an attractive and motivated person
who would like
lligh pay111g hourly rates of$l(X).()0 10$150.00
A JOb that can be done part-tunc whtlc in school
A JOb that can allow you to travel to other maJor cities
or Europe during class break
A truly exciting job that never gets bonng

... this guide could have you b gining a new
career as a model by this summer brak!
Send for A JUMP START TO MODELING.
ONLY $10.95 plus $1.50 postagce and
handling to ...

ON, ULTANTS, 500 N. M1ClllGAN
AVE. IIUITE 1920 11ICAGO,ILLINOIS 60611

PERFORMANCE

Name
Address
City _ _ _ __

Zip

State

30-day money back guarantee
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